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the number of aliens deported because of feeble -mindedness

....increased approximately 350 per cent in 1913 and 570 per cent
in 1914.... This was due to the untiring efforts of the physicians
who were inspired by the belief that mental tests could be used
for the detection of feeble - minded aliens..."

H.H. Goddard, "Mental Tests and the immigrant," Journal of
Delinquency, no. 2, 1917, p.271.

O

Most'western educators wbuldiconsider that the assumptions underlying

the widespread use of ability and achievement. tests in our schools are very

far removed from the naive assumptions of the early practitioners of IQ testing.

In contrast to the early assumption that IQ teats measure "innate potential",

modern educators will agree that IQ tests are measures of an individual's

"academic potential", as evidenced by the high correlations between IQ and

academic achievement tests, and that performance is determined by both

hereditary and environmental factors. They will also readily agree that IQ

tests have certain limitations. FOr example, extreme caution is necessary in

assessing the intelligence of students from backgrounds other than the

dominant cultural group because of the possibility of cultural or linguistic

bias. Labelling such children as "low IQ" can adversely affect their

academic progress because of the way labels tend to shape teachers' expectations.

All of this is "known" by most teachers, psychologists, and

administrators in our school systems because they have learnt it in university

courses they have .aken in educational or clinical pdychology. Howevez, there

is abundant evidence that this "knowledge" about the dangers of testing
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culturally and linguistically different students does not readily translate

into educational practice and that, its some eduoational contexts, a dispro-

portionate number of immigrant and minority language students are being

"deported" into special education classes and vocational streams as a combined

result of the indiscriminate use of mental tests and the cultural and linguistic

orientation of school programs.

The present report will review the recent Canadian literature on this

topic and report on the findings of a study in which teacher referral forms

and psychological assessments of over 400 New Canadian children were analysed.

First, however, in order to place current educational practices in per ctive,

the processes through which bias against minority groups is built into I tests

will be briefly examined.

The Origins of Bias in IQ Tests

IQ tests were intended to measure individuals' potential for academic

success. The basic assumption underlying these tests is very simple, and, in

principle, valid. This assumption is that an individual's-future rate of,

learning (i.e. "academic potential") can be predicted from his/her past rate

of learning. Thus, verbal IQ tests attempt to measure what knowledge individuals

have acquired through linguistic interaction (e.g. information about the world,

vocabulary /concept knowledge, etc.) and what linguistically-based cognitive

operations individuals have learned how to perf.,rm (e.g. verbal analogies).

Within groups whose background experiences are relatively homogeneous

and consonant with the assumptions of schools, IQ tests perform their predictive

function extremely well, although it is debatable whether this is a useful or

desirable function (see e.g. Beck, 1976/77; /Zemin, 1974). However, when used

with linguistic and/or cultural minority groups whose background experiences

are significantly different from those of the majority group, the'construct

1,21idityalLatests automatically disc cears.7 In other words, the test can no
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longer claim to measure the construct of "academic potential" because the

previous learning experiences of minority groups have not-been adequately

assessed. This is true even when the test is normed on a*representative

sample, i.e. when the proportion of minority groups in*the norming sample is

equivalent to their proportion in the general population.* When the test

items are developed to reflect the learning experiences of a representative

sample, the prior experiences of the majority groups will be reflected in

the majority of items, and those of the individual minority groups ina very

small proportion of items.

The biasing process is completed by the effort to ensure that the

test has predictir, and/or concurrent "validity". The only items that will

be retained in the final version are those that success in school

under present instructional conditions, or relate to other criterion measures

with the same inbuilt biases against minorities. Since sbhools, by and large,

are designed to reinforce the background experiences and values of the

majority group, these further validation" procedures will ensure that

virtually none of the test items reflect the unique experiences of minority

group children. Thus, IQ tests may very well have high predictive validity

for minority students, and thus be said to measure "academic potential",

because the linguistic and Cultural biases that are built into the test

accurately reflect the biases that are inherent in our school systems. The

strong opposition to bilingual and multicultural education policies (see

e.g. Maseimarn, 1978/79) suggests that many educators and members of the

geneial public are reluctant to acknowledge these biases as undesirable.

The consequences of the combined biases of tests and school programs

against minority children are illustrated in the disproportionate numbers of

such children assigned to vocational streams and classes for tne educable

mentally retarded (EMR). Several studies have shown, for example, that there



are apprnximately twice as many Mexican-Anerican students in-EMR classes in

the United States as would be expected on the basis of proportion in the

school population (see Gaarder, 197,; Mercer, 1973, 1976). Mercer (1976)

has shown that the preponderance of Mexican-American children in EMR classeg

is not a result of over-referral from teachers and principals, but rather

results from the diagnostic process itself. In addition to biases in the

test instruments, Mercer (1973) points to the ignorance of teachers,

psychologists and other school personnel aboutAhe factors that influence

learning among various SES and ethnic groups, as contributing to the low

academic placement of minority students.

The Canadian Context

In Canada, the assessment and placement of minority language children

first became a matter of public debate in the late 1960's when the Dante

Society, a cultural organization for Italian-Canadians in Metropolitan Tovionto,

accused the Toronto Board of Education of streaming immigrant children to

vocational and technical schools. Although according to Costa and DiSanto

(1973), the Society was consistently denied the right to know the exact number-

of Italians in special education classes and vocational schools, it estimated

that 70 percent of students in these schools were from immigrant families

(Toronto Star, July 30, 1976).

Objective information on the placement of different SES and ethnic

groups in the school system was provided by the Toronto Board of Education's

"Every Student" surveys carried out in 1969 and 1975 (Deosaran, 1976; Wright,

1971). In general, these surveys showed a disproportionate number of low

SES students;as well as immigrant students who learnt English as a zecond

language,in special education classes in elementary school and in vocational

streams at the secondary level. However, as is evident from Tables 1 and 2,

there were large differences in program placement between ethnic groups, and



Table 1

Special Class Placement of Selected Language Grpups in the Toronto Board .of Education Every Student Survey, 1969
(Adapted from Wright, 1971, Tables 1,3,7 & 8).

Mother
Tongue Elementary Secondary

A. Born in -
N 2 in Speci41 Class N

2 in Special ,2 in 5 Year
Canada

(low Vocational (high academic)
,

- academic)
Program

SES 2, SES Total SES 2 SES Total SES 2 SES Total SES 2 SES To..SES 2 SES Tot

French 196 591 7.7 . 7.1 193 487 . 18.7 16.6 27.46 , 38.0

Portuguese, 630 820 1.6 '..5 * * * * * *

Italian 4,454' 5,987 3.0 3.0. 441 703 8.8 8.0 58.04 59.3

Chinese 1,1114 1,912 0.1 1.1 78 237 1.28 1.3 84.61 86.1

English 12,503 38,787 5.0 3.8 44091 16,141 10.33 6.6 40.65 57.1

,

4.

1

B. Born outside
.

V

Canada

--.

French 64 153 1.6 2.0 55 124 1.81 '1.6 54.5 60.5

Fortuguese 2,089 2,808
-

5.9 5.6 651
4

950 15.8 15.9 31.2 34.7

Italian 3,145 3,992 5.9 6.2 2,188 2,933 11.6 12.2 39.9 40.5

Chinese 461 _938 1.3 0.9 270 776 2.4 1.5 71.4 77.1

English 1,006 3',504 4.3 3.0 609 1,953 8.2 5.3 43.8 57.2

10

* Only 7 students fell into this category.
1. Data on these groups mere selected for presentation in order to show the full tango of program

placement among minority groups.

11



Table 2

ovecisi Wass Placement of Selected Language Groups in the Toronto Board of Education Every Student Survey, 1975
\

(Adapted from Deoearan, 1976, Tables 1, 3, 7 & 8)

Mother
Tongue Elementary . Secondary

A. Born in
Canada

SES 2

N

SES Total

2 in Special Class
,

1311 k.cademic)

SES 2 SES Total SES 2

N

SES Tot.

*
Levek6 1 S 2

(low academic)

(%)

SES 2 SES Tot

Level 5
(high acades

(2)

SES 2 SES To

French 157 531 8.3 6.8 122 489 7.4 4.5 31.1 52.1

Portuguese 1,094 1,495 3.4 3.5 139 217 8.7 6.4 38.1 41.9

Italian 2,711 3,755 4.5 4.4 1,640 2,455 2.4 2.3 51.6 54.3

Chinese 1t377 2,213 1.0 1.1 402 750 1.7 1.0 86.8 88:9

English 8,129 27,619 6.9 5.0 2,956 12,226 6.2 4.2, 40.0 61.4
it

B. Born outside
Canada

French 49 136 0.0 0.7 59 146 3.4 3.4 47.5 60.3

Portuguese- 2,514 3,404 6.3 7.0- -1,273 1,801 12.2 11.5 32.4. 36.0

Italian 859
,

1,132 11.5 10.7 1,529 2,105 4.4 4.6 41.2 42.2

Chinese 842 1,501 1.1 0.9 512 1,182 0.4 015 80.3 84.1

Eiglisk 1,858 4,747 4.2- 3.3 677 2,059 7.6 4.8 50.5 64.4

-1------e-

Although the Toignto secondary .schooli.underwent,some organizatiolal changes betWeen 1970 and 1975 these
.categoties are geneially similar to'those in the 1969 Stirvey.

12

,

ic)
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SES appeared to exert less effect among third language groups than among

English and Preach mother-tongue (L1) groups. In the 1975 survey, 55.5

percent of the total number of ESL immigrant students in secondary schools

were In Level 5 programs compared to 64.4 percent of immigrant students whose

Ll was English. The equivalent percentages for students, born in Canada were

67.8 (.SL) and 61.4 (English L1).

Parental aspirations for their children's educational success appear

to play a major role in determining ethnic differences in program placement.

For example, Chinese parents are reported to strongly encourage their .nildren's

academic advancement (Chan, 1976) whereas Portuguese students, especially those

whose families come from rural backgrounds, often seek full-time employment at

an. early age (Coelho, 1976). It seems likely that the higher overall program

placement of third language students born in Canada is also related to

parental aspirations. This parental aspiration factor is presumably also

present among immigrant third language groups but clearly other factors mitigate

against their academic success. In addition to the insensitivity of school

programs to linguistic and cultural diversity in the past, an important factor

mitigating against the academic success of immigrant students has been the

process of assessment and placement which has tendod to take'vry little account

of the limitations of standardized ability and achievement tests when used

with minority groups.

Recent Developments. aDuring the past ten years several of the school
. -

systems in Metropolitan Toionto have begun to reorient their programs to take

account of the cultural diversity of their student population. Two developments

have combined to bring about this reorientation process. First, the federal

policy of multiculturalism, and second, the extremely rapid increase in the

numbers of immigrant students in the Metropolitan Toronto area. For example,

14



in several Totonto systems more than half the students have learaed English-

as a second language.

This reorientation process has glen rise to a greater awareness of

, the obvious dangers associated with testing immigrant and minority language

students. Most Toronto boards have adopted a policy of delaying the

administration of formal diagnostic tests and group tests of ability and

achievement until students have been in Canada for at least two years. The

rationale for this policy is expressed in the Report of the Work Group on

Multiculturalism for the York Board of Education (1977, p. 36):

Of particular concern to the Work Group is the
inclusion of immigrant students in grade or school -wide group
tests of academic ability. Linguistic and cultural factors
will render rcaults of such tests meaningless in the case of
immigrant students and these results, if recorded in the
student's records, can have an adverse influence on the

student's future academic progress. Therefore, immigrant
students should be excluded from such mase testing during
their first two years in Canada. -

This sensitivity to the possible misuses of tests clearly represents

an advance on previous pcocedures. However, a recent survey of assessment

and placement of ethnic minority students in Ontario schools (Samuda, 1980;

Samuda 6 Crawford, 1980) suggests that policy changes in this area are

limited to several Metropolitan Toronto boards with high concentrations of

minority students. Only these few Toronto boards out of the 34 in the survey

had "well-defined and well-articulated-policies concerned with the reception,

assessment and placemenk of ethnic minority studer" (Samuda, 1980, p. 47).

However, even in these boards there were marked discrepancies between

responses given by board officials and school principals, suggesting that

practitioners are resistant to recent changes in policy. The inconsistency

between board policy and school practice was further evident in the

assimilationist eomments made by many school personnel in Metro Toronto

(Samuda, 1980). Thus, it appeared that practice often appeared to be at

15



variance with stated policy even in those few boards that had instituted

well-defined policies in regard to assessment and placement of minority

students.

Tests were seldom used as part of the initial placement process

by boar's with high and meduim ethnic populations; however, boards with low

ethnic c,ncentration frequently (38.1 per" cent) used tests in initial

placement of minority students. Review of a student's initial placement was

most frequently 'biought about as a result of low academic-achievement and

difficulties with English. Teacher-made and standardized tests were fre-

quently used during reassessment of initial placement, the Wechsler

Intelligence Test for Children (WISC) being the most common ability or

conceptual test in use. However, cultural differences were often taken into

account in interpreting the test score, the two most frequent means being

to indicate that the score was not precise or that it should be ignored in

making decisions.

Difficulties in assessment were identified by respondents as the

most pioblematic part of the placement process for New Canadian

students, especially in the 11-15 age bracket. When respondents expanded

on assessment they often commented on the difficulty of identifying the

student's level of functioning and on deciding whether the student's problem

was one of language or of learning.

Samuda (1980) points to the crucial role of the classroom teacher

in the assessment process, particularly in terms of monitoring students'

progress after initial placement, identifying students for referral, and

preparing and administering tests. He raises the question of "whf.ther teachers

have the experiential background and training for carrying out these tasks

competently" (p. 48).

16
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The Samuda and Crawford (1980) report clearly shows that the in-

creased sensitivity to the assessment and placement process evidenced in

the stated policies of the larger Metro Toronto boards does not accurately

reflect the practice_of assessment and placement in the province as a whole.

Also, many questions can be raised regarding the assumptions underlying

these recent policy changes. For example, when teachers monitor students'

rate of learning after initial placement, what criteria are used to determine

whether or not a student's progress is satisfactory? _What stages do students

of different ages go through in acquiring English proficiency, and how long

are academic difficulties likely to persist? What is the basis for delaying

psychological testing for two years as opposed to one, three or four years?

How valid are diagnostic tests administered to minority language children

after two years of learning English? What criteria are used to distinguish

between reading difficulties which arise from the fact that English is a,

second language and as yet inadequately developed, and those that reflect

specific learning disabilities which may require specialized remediation pro-

cedures? To what exteat does the delay of formal diagnostic procedures deny

minority language children the possibility of early identification and

re,.ftdistion of specific learning disabilities?

This last question has added significance in the Ontario context

since the Ministry of Education (1978/79) has made-it mandatory for school boards

to institute procedures for early identification of learning disabilities.

However, the difficulties of identifying learning disabilities in New Canadian

students have received scant attention in this regard, despite the fact that

such students constitute a sizable proportion of the school population in

the large urban boards. Given the general insensitivity to this-problem

across the province, there is a danger that the increased screening and monitoring
et..sb

of student performance will result in overinclusion of minority children

17



in special education classes (see Keeton. 1978-79).

THE EMPIRICAL STUDY

Camuda and Crawford (1980)point out that their survey is limited

by the fact that they were unable to obtain first-hand data on the students

themselves, and therefore had to rely on the perceptions, competence and

openness of the respondents. Thus, their survey identifies current pro-

cedures of testing, assesszent, counselling and placement of minority students

but provides no data based directly on actual assessments of students. It

was possible to do this in the present study in which the teacher referral

forms and psychological assessments of over 400 students from non-English-

speaking backgrounds were analysed. The study provides data on the validity

of assessment instruments for sinority language students as well as on the

assumptions which teachers and psychologists bring to the assessment process.

The data baee was made available by a large. urban Canadian school

board whose psychologists '.sere concerned about the problematic nature of

assessing New Canadian students. Thus, in May 1978, the board responded

favourably to a proposal to analyse the teacher referral forms and psychological

assessments of New Canadian students wh had been assessed between 1975 and

1978. The board hoped to obtain systematic feedback on the patterns of test

scores exhibited by New Canadian students, on the factors which influenced

their academic progress. and on the ways in which psychologists and teachers

decided whether an ESL child's problem was due to English language difficulties or

to learning disability. The board involved was probably similar to many of

the Ontario boards outside of Metro Toronto in Samuda and Crawford's Survey

in that it did not have a formal policy on assessment and placement of New

Canadian students. Testing of ESL students was undertaken when teachers

requested it and when psychologists felt that the child's English was

18
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adequate to perform the test.

At the time when the assessments were carried out there was no

formal ESL program, presumably because numbers were not perceived to warrant

it. There were one or two itinerant ESL teachers whc Rave advice to teachers

and special ESL instruction to ..tudents on a withdrawal basis, but their

capacity to deal with the numbers involved appears to have been limited. Thus

the main placement options for ESL students consisted in (a) retention in a

regular class at age-appropriSte grade level; (b) retention in regular class

but repeating a grade; (c) resource room, i.e. withdrawal assistance for

students with academic difficulties; (d) opportunity room for students

diagnosed as retarded; (e) learning centre for children with specific

learning disabilities; (f) "language assistance program" for students with

academic difficulties at the junior high (grade 7-8) level. Options (c) and

(f) were designed primarily for monolingual students with academic difficulties,

but these were the programs that received the majority of ESL students who were

diagnosed as having either learning disability or English language-related

problems. A psychological assessment was necessary for entry into any

special claim.

The data will be analysed in three ways. First the analysis of

quantitative data will be presented in order to describe the ymple, the

reasons for referral, and the actions that were taken prior to referral.

The patterns of WISC-R scores of the students and the determinants of W]SC -R

performance will also be examined. Then the assumptions that teachers .nd

psychologists make in regard to the academic progress of New Canadian children,

their bilingualism,and the assessment process itself will be analysed. Finally,

logical and empirical problems in the assessment of New Canadian children will

be discussed.

19
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QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS: THE TEACHER REFERRAL

Characteristics of the Sample

The sampleconsisted of 428 students who had been referred for

psychologica, reading or speech and hearing assebsment. There were 270 (63%)

males and 158 (372) females. Of the 367 students for whom data on place of

birth were available, 54% were born outside Canada and 46% were Canadian-
-

born. Children from Italian backgrounds constituted the largest group (42%),

followed by Portuguese (25%) and South American (mainly Chilean refugees)

(122). Eighty per cent of the Italian-background students were born in

Canada, whereas only 26% of the Portuguese and none of the South Americans

were. Students ranged from kindergarten through grade 9, with 85% in grade 6

or lower at the time of the referral.

The greater number of male than female referrals is a typical

finding (see e.g. Rogerp,1969), while the more recent immigration of the

Portuguese and South American groups, as compared to the Italians, is

evidenced in the Birthplace figures.

Reasons for Referral

The teacher referral fora provided four referral categories, i.e.

Attendance, Psychology, Reading, Speech and Hearing, more than one of which

could be checked by the teacher. Teachers were asked three questions on the

referral form: 1. What is the child's problem from your point of view?

2. What has been done up until now to help resolve the student's problem?

3. What questions do you want answered?

The largest referral category was Psychology (53% followed by

Reading (28%) and Speech and Hearing (15%), with Attendance accounting for-

only 42.

In coding the teachers' perceptions of the child's problem, we used

20
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similar categories to those used by Rogers (1969) in a study of referrals

to child adjustment services in the Toronto Board of Education, in order

to facilitate comparison of results. The categories and percentage of

referrals in each category are as follows:
2

(a) Academic referral reasons: 1. psychometric request ( 9%)

2. poor school progress (24%)

(78%)
3. special learning difficulty (16%)
4. school placement ( 6%)
5. poor work habits ( 12)
6. speech or perceptual

difficulty (11%)

7. language problem (142)

(b) Behaviour referral reasons: 8. attendance problem
9. resentful of authority

(l a)
10. behaviour disorders
11. excessively restless

(c) Companionship referral 12. poor social relationships ( 2%)

reason: (2%)

(d) Personality referral 13. marked immaturity ( 4%)

reasons: (7%) 14. nervous habits ( 1%)

15. anxiety ( 1%)

16. daydreaming ( 2%)

17. bizarre behaviour ( 0%)

18. emotional problem ( 0 %)

(e) Home referral reasons: 19. poor home conditions ( 0%)
(1%) 20. poor family relations ( 0%)

The only notable sex difference was in category 10 where 85% of

behaviour disorders involved boys. There was a slightly greater likelihood

for children born outside of Canada to be referred for language (68%) and

attendance 03%) problems whereas these children were less likely to be

referred for special learning difficulties (41%) and speech or perceptual

difficulties (37%). There were no notable differences in referral reasons

between the different language groups.

21
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Summary and Comment. The New Canadian children in the sample were referred

predominantly as a result of academic difficulties, with poor school progress,

special learning difficulties, and language problems the most frequent sub-

categoriea. Rogers (1969) reports that ESL students were more likely than

monolingual students to be referred for language problems and poor school
A

progress. He also reports that boys were more likely than girls to be

referred for behaviour disorders. The percentage of students in the present

sample referred for academic problems is greater than in Rogers' study where

only 64% of the total number of referrals (both ESL and monolingual groups)

were for academic reasons.

Actions Taken Prim to Referre.

The most frequently reported action (29Z of responses) taken by

teachers prior to referral was discussion of the problem with parents and/or

other school personnel. The provision of extra help in a general way was

cited in 21% of responses followed by the provision of a special individualized

academic program (172). In 14% of cases 'the child had already been placed
,

in a resource room and in 19% of cases the child had either repeated a grade

or been placed in a lower level grouping. Some of these actions were

instituted on the basis of prior testing.

Questions Teachers Want Answered

There were 723 questions cited in the referral forms, the most

frequent being unelaborated requests for IQ or reading asaesement (27%) and

requests related to placement 23%). Many teachers also Rutted that they

wanted the child's "real learning ability" established (21%) in order to set

realistic goals and expectations, or to discover whether the child's academic

problem was due to English language deficitr or a specific learning disability.

Teachers also requested suggeations in regard to remedial techniques or

22
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programs (13X). Seven percent of the questions were concerned with whether

br not the child had a speech or hearing problem.

4

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

N0f particular interest in the present context Is the teacher'S

expectation\ that psychological assessment is capable of establishing the

child's "real learning ability". This expectation is not surprising since

-IQ tests purport to measure a child's academic potential. However, in the

case of minority language students, inferences about students' "real learning

ability" are problematic, due to the fact that the assumptions of the tests

frequently have not been met.

Presumably because of teachers' desire to discover the student's

academic potential and their expectation that psychological assessment is

capable of doing this, psychologists both in the present sample and elsewhere

(Samuda 6 Crawford, 1980) typically include an individual IQ test as a major

component of their diagnostic procedures. Samuda and Crawford report that

the WISC-R was the most frequently used IQ test, in Ontario, and in the present

sample the 4S -R was almost invariably the individual IQ test administered
/

to New Canadian students, although the WPSSI was administered to a small

number of kindergarten and grade 1 students. A Performance IQ was calculated

in 264 cases (62%) and a Verbal IQ in 234 (55%). Students who"were not

administered a WISC-R (or WPSSIi'were usually rcferred for Speech and Hearing

or behavioural disorcers.

The Validity of WISC -R Subtests

The means, standard deviations, and medians oi the 11 WISC-R

subtexts administered to the sample are presented in Table 3 and the medians

are represented graphically in Figure 1.

Q.-
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Table 3

Patterns of WISC-R Scores for ESL Students

iY Mean

ESL

Median

Percentage of Sample
with ScaleScore of
6 or Belmw4

5

Standard
Deviation (SD)

Pull Scale IQ 230 81.9 14.6 -83.9

Verbal Scale 234 77.9 14.3 77.7

Performance Scale 264 89.1 16.6 90.2

Information 242 5.1 , 3.0 4.9 70'

Similarities 4. 235 6.4 3.0 6.5 50

Arithmetic 243 7.4 2.7 7.4 37

Vocabulary 239 6.1 3.1 6.0 57

Comprehension 173 6.7 2.9 6.8 46

Digit Span 104 , 7.3 2.7 7.6 35

Picture Completion '262 8.7 2.9 8.6' 22

Picture Arrangement 263 8.0 3.7 8.2 33

BlockDesign 266 8.0 3.1 8.1 30

Object Assembly 152 8.4 3.2 8.2 26

Coding 260 8.9 3.1 9.0. 2D

-41

162 of the WISC-R norming sample obtained a scale score of 6 or below
).

2.5% had scale scores of 3'or.below. In the present sample more than one
third of the students obtained scale scores of 3 or below on the'Information
,subtest.

t
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Several' things emerge clearly from the patterns of WISC-R subtest

scores. First, students pefform much closer to the average range on

Performance as compares to Verbal subtests. There is-relatively little

variation among Performance subtests, although students tend to perform

best on Coding where the median score is within one scale pot of the mean.

In Contrast to the Performance subtests, there is considerable

variation among Verbal subtests. Arithmetic and Digit Span appear to be

somewhat less culturally/linguistically biased against ESL students than the

other Verbal subtests. The worst offender in this regard is Information where

the median scale, score is only 4.9. This is hardly surprising in view of the

. fact that the Infor*tion subtest is the one which most obviously reflects the

prior learning experiences 4f middletclassanglophone children, and con-
,

seguently excludes the learning experiences of thesb who have grown up in a

different culture snd linguistic milieu; For example, to what extent can

items such as the follovIng be considered to assess the "real learning

ability" of student; who have been exposed to the English language and

Canadian culture for a considerably shorter period of time than the test

,norming group.

5. How many pennies make a nickel?

12. Who discovered America?

24. How tall is the average Canadian man?

air

Examination of the percentage of students who obtained a scale score

of--6 or below also shows clearly the comparative bias in the different subtests.

Whereas all the Performance subtests had less than one third of the students
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in this category, only Arithmetic and Digit Span of the Verbal subtests

had less than 40%, while Information had 70%. More than one third of the

sample scored 3 or less on the Information subtest, yet these scores were

invariably used in the computation of Verbal and Full Scale IQ's. It is

ironic that the Information subtest is almost always administered in the

assessment of ESL children, whereas Digit Span, which with Arithmetic is the"
least biased of the Verbal tests, is often omitteh. Comprehension too is

ofteu omitted, although it is much less biased than Information.

Clearly these results cast considerable doubt on the validity of

the Verbal scale as a whole, anCthe Information subtext in particular, when

used with ESL students. The Verbal-Performance discrepancy and the fact that

the median Verbal IQ is in the educable mentally retarded (EMR) range raise

important questions about how psychollgista interpret these scores. This

question will-be examined in detail in a later section and placed in the

context of research data both on how long it takes immigrant ESL children to

approach grade norms in English academic skills as well es patterns of WISC -R

performance among monolingual children diagnosed as reading or learning

disabled. First, however, a principal components analysis of WISC-R subtest

scores is presented in order to ,xamine more closely what the WISC-R is

measuring in the ESL sample.

Principal Components Analysis of WISC-R Subtests

Factor analyses of the WISC and WIS13-R (e.g. Cohen, 1959; Kaufman,

1975) have typically produced three factors, Verbal, Performance, and what

has been termed "Freedom from Distractibility". The first two factors

correspond to the Verbal and Performance scales while the third has loadings

from the Arithmetic and Digit Span subtests and occasionally also from Coding

and Information (Kaufman, 1975). Interpretation of the third factor is not

altogether clear and it has been suggested that it assesses numerical ability
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;

rather than distractibility (Osborne andAin4aiy,-1967).

Two principal components,analysee4ith factors rotated to a varimax

criterion are presented in Table 4. The first involved pairwise deletion of

missing data and the second listwise deletion (Nie, Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner

Bent, 1975). Under pairwise deletion a case is omitted from the computation

of a given correlation coefficient only if the value of either of the variables

being considered is missing. ListrOise deletion, on the other hand, causes a

case to be omitted from the calculation of all ,coefficients when that case

contains a missing value on my variable.

In both analyses Verbal and Performance factors emerge clearly.

However, Arithmetir, Digit Spta and Picture Completion show loadings on both

factors. An additional analysis was carried out using listwi deletion but

omitting the Comprehension nubtest. This had the effect of increasing the

N to 72. In this analysis the same three subtests all loaded .40 or greater

on both faczars.

Summary and Comment. Al ough the typical third factor did not emerge among

the ESL sample, tae Arithmetic and Digit Span subtests, which normally load

on that factor, showed a different pattern from the other Verbal subtests.

The analyses suggest that the abilities tapped by the Performance battery can

be used by ESL students, to some extent, in carrying out the Arithmetic and

Digit Span tasks. This interpretation is consistent with the fact that the

'sample performed comparatively better on these subtests than on the other

Verbal subtests. The extremely low scores of the sample on the other Verbal

subtests suggests that the Verbal factor is tapping Engli,sh language knowledge

in addition to, or instead of, verbal intellectual ability.

Determinants of I and Achievement Test Performance

It was possible to assess the effects of three independent variables
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Table 4

Principal Components Analysis of WISC-R Subtext Scores (Varimax Rotation)

Pairwise Deletion Listwise Deletion (N=45)*

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 1 Factor 2

Information .84 .20 .86 - .23

Similarities .78 .26 .79 .20

Arithmetic .51 .53 .71 .40

Vocabulary .87 ..19 .81 .35

Comprehension .75 .35 .76 .37

Digit Span .26 .60 .46 .47

Picture Completion .40 .65 .31 .78

Picture Arrangement .33 .70 .47 .66

Block Design .20 .77 .43 .73

Objett Assembly .35 .67 .27 .76

"Coding .01 .73 .13 .73

*
Variance explained: Pairwise: 62%; Listwise: 672
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were Sex, Birthplace and Language Group.

addition to WISC-R scores, standardized achievement and ability test scores

were available'for the students from system-wide testing. Gates-McGinitie

(CMG) Reading Test, Vocabulary and Comprehension grade equivalents were

available from grades 1 through 4, Canadian Tests of Basic Skills (CTBS),

Mathematics, Reading, Vocabulary and Punctuation pubtests from grades 4 through

' 8, Primary Mental Abilities (PMA) .IQ at grade 1 and Lorge-Thorndike,(LT)

Full Scale, Verbal and Nonverbal IQ's at the grade 4 level._

The scores on all dependent variables were analysed by one-way

analysis or variance and those for. the WISC-R variables were also analysed by

three-way analyses of variance using the SPSS (Nie et al., 1975) program.

The N was between 100 and 200 for -PMA IQ, LT IQ, and GMG grades 1-3, and

between 50 and 70 for CTBS grades 4-7 and GMG grade 4.- Data on CTBS grade 8

was not anaysed due to small MI.. Because of the large number of variables and

the fact that the results are relatively clearcut, only the general trends

will be summarized.

Birthplace. Students born in Canada performed consistently better

than those born abroad on the IQ and achievement tests. Differences were

significant on PMA IQ, LT Full-Scale, Verbal and Performance IQ'3, GMG

Vocabulary and Comprehension at grades 1 and 3, CTBS Reading and Vocabulary

at grades 4 and 5, WISC -R Verbal IQ and Information, Vocabulary, Comprehension

and Picture Completion subtests.

These data are consistent with those of the Toronto Board of

Education 1969 and 1975 Every Student Surveys (Deosaran, 1976; Wright, 1971)

which showed that ESL students who immigrated to Canada performed worse

academical:y and were in lower academic streams than those who were born in

Canada.
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Language Group. In the initial analyses of Language Group differences

four categories of student were compared: Italian (N 174), Portuguese (N = 103),

South American (N = 48)", and Others (N 89). The largest component in the

"Others" category was comprised of students from Eastern Europe (N 38). The

pattern of findings for the majority of IQ and achievement tests was for

"Others" to score highest, closely followed by Italian background students,

with South American and Portuguese students scoring considerably lower. As

with the "Birthplace" analyses, differences in WISC-R Performance IQ were not

statistically significant.

Subsequent analyses compared the two largest groups and it was

found that Italian.tackground students performed significantly better than

Portuguese on LT Full-Scale, Verbal and Nonverbal IQ, WISC -R Full-Scale

and Verbal IQ, all WISC verbal Xubtests as well as Picture Completion, GMG

Vocabulary grade 3,CTBS Vocabulary and Reading grades 4, 5 and 6, and CTBS

Math g-ade 5.

Again these findings are consistent with Toronto Board of Education

data (Deoseran, 1976) showing relatively poor academic performance by

Portuguese background students. It should be noted that in the present case

Language Group it confounded with Birthplace since the majority of Italian

background students were born in Canada while the majority of Portuguese

background students were born abroad. Interactions among the independent

variables were investigated by means of three-way analysis of variance and

it was found that only one interaction was significant. this was a Language

Group by Birthplace interaction for Picture Completion, indicating that, on

this subtest, Portuguese children born outside Canada did comparatively worse

than Italian children born outside Canada. Portuguese children performed

especially poorly on the Information subtext, obtaining a mean score of only

3.7. 31
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Sex. Surprisingly, there waa a tendency for boys to perform

better then girls on achievement and IQ varibales. Differences in favour

of boys attained significance on WISu Full Scale IQ, WISC Verbal

Information, Similarities, Vocabulary and Comprehension.

These findings may reflect a tendency for teachers to refer girls

for psychological assessment less frequently than boys; thus, those girls

who are referred are characterized by lower academic and cognitive per-

formance than equivalent boys.

In summary, students who were born outside Canada and those

from Portuguese and, to a lesser extent, South American backgrounds tended

to perform more poorly than other groups on the IQ and achievement tests.

Although considerably fewer girls than boys were referred for assessment.

those that were referred tended to perform at a lower level than boys on

the tests.

Summary of quantitative Analyses

The quantitative analyses have shown that New Canadian students

in the present 'sample were referred for assessment predominantly for

academic reasons. One of the most common concerns of teachers was to dis-

cover the student's true academic potential in order to set realistic goals

and expectations. Psychologists typically administered a WISC-R in order

to assess the student's academic potential. The analysis of student per-

formance on this test suggested t'at the majority of Verbal subtests were

tapping ESL students' knowledge of the English language and Canadian culture

in addition to, or instead cf, verbal cognitive/academic ability. The

Information subtext was the worst offender in this regard in that more than

one third of the sample obtained a scaled score of 3 or less and 702 obtained

6 or less. The Arithmetic and Digit Span subtests were less culturally/

linguistically biased that the rest of the Verbal battery, and their moderate
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loaelngs on the Performance factor in the principal components analysis

suggested that nonverbal cognitive abilities were of some use in carrying out

these tasks. Finally, students tern outside Canada, those of Portuguese

background, and girls, tended to perform more poorly than other groups on

the IQ and achievement tests.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS: THE TEACHER REFERRAL

The qualitative analysis of the referral forms provided data on

teachers' expectations and assumptions in regard to both the ESL child's

academic progress and tha psychological assessment. These expectations and

assumptions will be illustrated by means of examples from the transcripts.

In general, the transcripts revealed considerable concern on the

part of teachers as to what is the source of the ESL child's academic

difficulty, what expectations should be set for the child, and what types

of academic program or remedial procedures would be appropriate. Considerable

faith in the ability of the psychological assessment to provide answers to

these questions was also evidenced in the transcripts. Teachers appeared to

assume that assessment was feasible when the child's English proficiency

had progressed sufficiently that s/he could function adequately in English

in everyday interpersonal contexts, e.g. follow directions, respond

appropriately to questions, etc. If academic (mainly reading) difficulties

persisted after the child's English had reached this stage then teachers

began to wonder whether the academic difficulties might not be a function

of a learning rather than a language (English) problem. Througout the

teachers' referral forms there are references to the fact that New Canadian

children's English communicative skills are considerably better developed

than their academic skills.

These trends are illustrated in the following examples:
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A. General Expectations of Psychological Assessments

1. DM (102):
3

D4 was born in Portugal and referred for psycho-

logital assessment in November of the grade 1 year. Her teacher explained

the reason for referral as follows:

DM is experiencing considerable difficulty in her
"academic" subjects. We are uncertain of the extent to
which this is the result of English language deficits or
of a genuine learning disability. An intellectual
assessment would help us to better understand the nature
of the difficulties being encountered and could provide
some basis for meeting her needs more adequately.
(V1Q: 52; PIQ: 74)

2. VA (382): VA was born in Portugal and referred for psycho-

logical assessment'in November of the grade 1 year. The teacher stated that

VA comes from a Portuguese. speaking family. Be is having
difficulty with grade 1 readiness skills. Is the problem
one of ability? language development? or a second language
problem? What remedial steps would be helpful?

3. FI (158): FI, born in Canada, was referred in December of

the grade 1 year. According to the teacher

FI has had no kindergarten and is having a lot of difficulty
with grade 1. What are FI's capabilities? Is her problem
due to maturation lag in learning, or a second language
rroblem (Portuguese) or basic learning ability?

The administration of the WISC was abandoned due to the child's shy and

withdrawn behaviour in the test situation.

4. DE (101): 'DE, of Portuguese background, was born in Canada

and referred for reading and psychological assessment in grade 2. The

teacher stated that

DE has difficulty in reading. Being a new Canadian has
caused much of her difficulty. Where is her weakness? What
can I do to help her? What is she capable of doing - ability?
(VIQ: 69; PIQ: 111).
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5. AMAD10): Although AM had been in Canada for only about

a year, she was referred by her grade 3 teacher because

Although she has lerrned'her consonants, and vowels,
in spelling she is not able to correctly write even
the first letter of the word... In reading MA memorizes
words, but often cannot sound them out... Does MA have
a learning disability?

Testing was not carried out by the psychologist on the grounds that "testing

at this timg.would be unjust due to the English (language) difficulty".

6. AA (007): AA arrived in Canada from Portugal in the grade 5

year and was referred in October by his grade 6 teacher who stated:

AA has been in Canada for about a year now. I don't know
if his slow progress is due to language or whether he is
lacking intellectually. Could we please have an assessment.

These examples are typical of the problems teachers have in attempting

to provide appropriate learning experiences and set realistic goals for New

Canadian students. In order to help the student, they feel that it is

necessary to know the child's academic potential and the source of the child's

academic difficulties (learning disability, English language deficit, or low

overall ability). This information is what they hope the psychological

assessment will provide. However, not surpiisingly, few teachers display an

awareness of the assumptions undetlying IQ tests or of their limitations in

assessing New Canadian children. It is common for children to be referred

for assessment during their first year in Canada. It is likely that-teachers

assume that children are capable of taking IQ tests as soon as their English

pr'ficiency is sufficiently developed to understand questions and respond

appropriately in interpersonal situations. As the examples below illustrate,

for most children, English interpersonal communicative skills appear to

develop quite rapidly during the first year or so in Canada.
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B. Differences in Rate of English Communftative and Academic Skills
Acquisition

1. GC (184): GG was born in Italy and had been in Canada

for less than a year when he was referred for psychological assessment by

his grade 1 teacher who commented:

He speaks Italian fluently and English as well. He did
not attend kindergarten and he seems to be somewhat
limited in his background experience.... he is having a
great deal of difficulty with the-grade 1 program. His
attention span is very short. He is always very easily
distracted. His auditory memory and discrimination
skills seem to be below average but his visual =wry
is better, and-his visual discrimination skills seem to
be fairly good.... m wondering if GG has specific
learning disabilitit,s or if he is just a very long way
behind children in his age group. I would like to know if
he should be placed in a special program, and I would like
specific suggestions as to how I can help him if he should
stay in a regular class setting. (VIQ: 65; PIQ: 85).

2. DH (105): DM arrived from Portugal at age 10 and was placed

in a grade 2 class. three years later, in grade 5, her teacher commented that

her oral answering and comprehension is so much better
than her written work that we feel a severe learning
problem is involved, not just her non-English background.
(PIQ: 101; VIQ: less than'70, exact score not entered ).

r.

3. PS (094): PS was referred for reading and arithmetic

difficulties in grade 2. His teacher commented that

since PS attended grade 1 in Italy, I think his main
problem is language, although he understands and speaks
English quite well. (VIQ: 75; PIQ: 84).

4. BM (017): This grade 1 child was born in Canada and referred

for poor school progress. On the referral form the teacher asked

How can BM, 7 years old, speak such good Engligh when
mother can speak only Italian, little English, and father
canspeak only Czechoslovakian, little English?"
(VIQ: 79; PIQ: 74).
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5. DJ (122): DJ arrived in the school system at the age of 10

and was placed in a grade 4 class. His early school years were spent in a

small multi-graded classroom in rural Portugal and he subsequently spent one

year in Quebec where instruction was through French. He had been in the

school system for 16 months and had been receiving ESL help when he was

referred for reading assessment. The teacher commented that

Although he speaks and understands English, he cannot
read or write English very well.

In quite a few referral forms the teacher does not mention the

.

-child'i ESL background as a possible factor in her/his academic difficulties.

This indicates that the ESL background is not obvious in the child's English

communication. This is-illustrated in the following example:

6. AT (425): AT's grade 1 teacher stated on the referral form:

AT is having extreme difficulty with all her oral reading skills....
she cannot recognize all the letters of the alphabet or distinguish
their phonetic sounds. Her oral speech is quite poor and she has
limited vocabulary.... How can I help AT to improve her oral
vocabulary and have greater success with her phonics and oral
reading?

The child's ESL background is however mentioned by the psychologist:

After the first test AT said "I'm smart", and perhaps she is --
at least average in ability. She claims Portuguese is spoken
at home but nonetheless chats easily in English albeit incorrect
English at times. (VIQ: 85; PIQ: 104).

Comment. These examples illustrate the influence of the environment in

developing English communicative skills. Television and peer interaction

are likely to be the major factors. Although it is obviously not possible

to generalize from the children in the present study, it is clear that among

-these children acquisition of fluent English speaking and listening skills

does not necessarily imply commensurate development of English conceptual or

academic abilities. The comments of teachers suggest that among most immigrant
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students who arrive after school age, English communicative skills appear to

be relatively well developed within about a year of arrival. English

academic skills, on the other hand, appear to develop more slowly. This

'raises the problem for teachers of what expectations to set for students

and what is a normal rate of English academic skills acquisition among ESL

students? How can teachers tell if the child's slow academic progress (in

comparison to the acquisition of communicative skills) is indicative of.a

learning disability? Is it justified to assume, as some teachers. do, that

continued academic difficulties cannot be attributed to English language

deficits after a. child has attained a reasonable degree of fluency in English?

Research evidence relating to these questions is availabland-W111

be considered in a later section. However, in the absence of any knowledge

of research in this area, it is natural for the teacher to turn to the

psychologist for assistance in planning the child's educational program.

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT

The approaches that psychologists take to the assessment of ESL

children's academic potential are categorized in Figures 2A and 28 (pages

32 and 46). -The major distinction is whether the psychologist makes allowance

for the child's ESL background in administering and interpreting the test

and in inferring academic potential on the basis of test scores. The majority

of assessments did make dome such allowance, but a substantial minority showed

little understanding of the role of the child's cultural/linguistic background

in test and academic performance. The different "inferential paths" that

are involved within each of these categories will be illustrated by examples

from the assessments.

(Al) ESL Back&round Ignored

Because New Canadian children often manifest no obvious deficits
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Figure 2A

The Inferential PrOcess in Assessment of Academic Potential in ESL Children

Test Score
Pattern

Inference

Placement .

Recommendation

.=1,
'A. Psychologist takes no account *f ESL background in inierving academic potential

(i.e. assumes that test score = potential)

(Al) ESL background essentially (A2) Attributes deficiencies in
ignored in test score academic ability, to ESL
interpretation background and/or

_ bilingualism

Aa. Low V1

Low P1

c Ab. Low V

Average P

Low potential
(retardid)

Low" potential

(learning disabled)

Opportunity Resource Tem or
class learning centre

1. V = Verbal IQ

2 P = Performance IQ

Ir
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n

in English fluency, teachers sometimes fail to note on the referral fors:

that the children they are referring have learnt English as a second

language. The psychologist, likewise, is sometimes unaware of the child's

linguistic/cultural background and consequently interprets the test per-

formance as though the child were from a monolingual Anglo-Saxon background.

Howeier, even when the psychologist is aware that English has been learned

as a second language, there are many instances where this fact is ignored in

test score interpretation. Perhaps in response to teachers' expectations,

psychologists sometimes make inferences regarding ESL students' potential

which are logically inadmissable, given the assumptions of the test. This is

illustrated in the following examples:

Cl. LT (225):. LT was referred by his grade 2 teacher who noted

that he "appears to be of average intelligende but is only at a. primer

instructio-1 level". No mention was made of an ESL background. On the

WISC-R LT's VIQ war, 70 and PIQ 102. The Verbal subtest scores were:

Information 3, Similarities 3, Arithmetic 10, Vocabulary 4, Comprehension 6,

Digit Span 13. The psychologists's report read as follows:

Psychometric rating as determined by the WISC-R places'LT
in the low average range of intellectual development. An
extreme discrepancy between verbal and performance abilities
is indicated. The low verbal ability IQ may be collectively
attributed to limited general information fund or long term
learning; poor ability to form generalizations or make
abstractions; poor verbal expressive abilities and limited
meaningful vocabulary in comparison with peers of similar
age,range; and poor judgement with respect to practical
solutions to everyday problems or common sense....

With regard to general test behaviour, LT made no
attempt to volunteer information or initiate conversation,
and tended to require some prodding to m-Ae responses.

In general, it is felt that LT's capabilities sre greater
than that indicated by the Full Scale IQ score. Poor academic
performance would be accountable by the very low verbal abilities
scoring relative to performance abilities. It is recommended
that LT be considered for definite resource room placement for
next year; and if possible a learning centre placement would
seem preferable.
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Ten days later the following entry appeared in the child's file:

Talephoied the mother and gave a brief summary of the
testing results. Mrs. -- indicated that Portuguese la
normally spoken at'home &nu this would certainly at lea t
partially account for LT's low verbal abilities develop ent.

Later in the month the child's case was discussed with the school principal

and reading specialist and the lack of an appropriate program in the school

system for children with LT's difficulty was noted. The possibility of setting

up a 40 minute period consisting of a language experience program was suggested

since there were a number of students in the school with similar difficulties.

Comment. This example shows how easy it is for psychologists t" interpret

test scores automatically when they, are not sensitized to manifestations of

cultural/linguistic differences. After speaking to the child's mother, the

psychologist qualifies the previous interpretation of test results but it

is interesting to note that "deficit semantics" still persist in that the

chiles "low verbal abilities development" rather than "present level of

cognitive /academic functioning in English" is attributed to the use of

Portuguese at home. Mare are many examples of this tendency in the transcripts

and they are considered in ;.he next section.

noted that

C2. PR (289): PR was first referred by her grade 1 teacher who

PR is experiencing considerable difficulty w."-h grade 1

work. An intellectual assessment would help ler teacher

to set realistic learning expectations for her and might
provide some clues as to remedial assistance that might
be of.ered.

No mention was made of the child's ESL background; this only emerged when

the child was refer. ed by the grade 2 teacher in the following year. Thus,

the psycholoLAmt a not consider this as a possible factor in accounting

for the discrepLicy between a WISC VIQ of 64 and PIQ of 108. The assessment

4,`4)



report reads as follows:

Although overall ability level appears to be within
the low average range, note the significant difference
between verbal and nonverbal scores.... It would appear
that PR's development has not progressed ,at a normal rate
and consequently she is, and will continue to experience
much difficulty in school. Teacher's expectations (at this
time) should be set accordingly.

Comment. As in the previous example, the psychologist does not suspect an

ESL background because the referril form makes no mention of it. This fact

together with.the VIQ of 54 suggests that superficial aspects of English

communicative skills develop more rapidly (in relation to native-speaker

norms) than academic English skills.

C3. CI. (088): CL was born in Toronto and referred by his grade 4

teacher for poor academic progress. The teacher wanted to know if CL had

a learning disability and was there a better placement for him than a

regular grade 4 class. She noted that the mother does not understand English --

only the children do. CL obtained a VIQ of 75 and a PIQ of 98. The psychologist

commented:

He seems to have overall poorly developed verbal cognitive

-------A

skills (borderline range) .... Much of CL's difficulty may
be attributed to a developmental lag in the verbal-
expressive area. Considerable stimulation in this area is
required.

Comment. Again, the WISC scorea have been interpreted as though the child

were from a monolingual Anglo-Saxon background, despite the fact that the

teacher notes the ESL background on the referral form. Note the tautological

"pseudo-explanation" of attributing the difficulty to "a-developmental lag

Alm the verbal - expressive area" which means only that the child scored low on

the Verbal scale.
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C4. AC (00S) AC was born in Portugal and referred for psychological

assessment in grade 1 because of reading difficulties. In referring the child,

the principal noted that "AC learned English adequately while in the kinder-

garten but the teacher felt she would still have learning difficulties in

grade 1". On the WISC, administered in May of the grade 1 year, the VIQ was

74, PIQ, 93, and Full Scale (FS) IQ 82. The psychologist commented:

Psychometric rating as determined by the WISC-R places AC
in the low average range of intellectual classification.
There is a significant spread of 19 scale points between
Verbal and Performance scores indicating higher aptitude
for learning in the latter area of abilities...Overall, it
is recommended that AC be considered for a resource room
placement.

Comment. Logically, it is inadmissable to claim that the child's "aptitude

for learning" is gret .r in the performance than verbal areas since the

linguistic and cultural 'assumptions of the test are not met. This child was

reassessed on the WISC five months later and her scores were several points

higher on both Verbal and Performance scales (VIQ, 80; PIQ, TOO; FSIQ, 88).

CS. PR (283): PR was referred for psychological assessment because

he was experiencing difficulty in the regular grade 1 work despite the fact

that he was repeating grade 1. The principal noted that "although PR was in

Portugal for part (6 months) of the year there is a suspicion of real learning

disability. WISC testing would be a great help in determining this". PR's

scores on the WISC-R were VIQ, 64; PIQ, 101; FSIQ, 80. After noting that

"English is his second language but the teacher feels that the problem is

more than one of language", the psychologist continued:

Psychometric rating, as determined by the WISC-R places

PR in the dull normal range of intellectual development.
Assessment reveals performance abilities to be normal
while verbal. abilities fall in the mentally deficient

range. It is recommended that PR be referred for resource
room placement for next year ^nd if no progress is evident

by Christmas, a Learning Centre placement should be

considered.
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Comment. This assessment illustrates well the abuses to which psychological

tests can be put. It does not seem at all unreasonable that a child from a

non-English background who has spent six months of the previous year in

Portugal should perform-very poorly on an English Verbal IQ test. Yet,

rather than a!mitting that no conclusions regarding the child's academic

potential can be drawn, the psychologist validates the teacher's "suspicion"

of learning disability by means of a "scientific" assessment and the use of

inappropri-:e terminology ("dull normal", "mentally deficient"). An

interesting aspect of this assessment is the fact that neither the teacher

nor the psychologist makes any reference to difficultiei in English as a

second language and both considered that the child's English proficiency was

adequate to perform the test. This again implies no obvious deficiencies in

English communicative skills despite a severe lag in English academic proficiency.

C6. CR (085): CR was referred for assessment in grade rand obtained

a WISC VIQ of 79, PIQ of 98, and FS IQ,of 87. The psychologist noted that CR's

overall ability was at the low average range and went on:

Due to the fact that English is a second language !or CR,
I would consider the Verbal IQ as a minimal score and overall
results somewhat invalid.

CR has a slow methodical style in working with tasks
presented to him... His vocabulary is low relative to his
peer group; as well his general fund of knowledge-is below
expectancy for his age. I think CR would be an excellent
candidate for resource room placement.

Comment. Here we see an almost ritual acknowledgement of the child's ESL

background and the fact that it invalidates the Verbal IQ score, followed by

an interpretation of the meaning of the child's low Information and Vocabulary

subtest scores which completely ignores the child's ESL background: The

psychologi3t's logically inadmissable interpretation of the Verbal scores

and recommendation of tesource room placement will very likely exert a

negative effect on teachers' academic expectations of the child.
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In summary, these assessments show that some psychologiits have

an extremely superficial understanding of the assumptions and consequent

limitations of IQ tests. Because children's linguistic and cultural learning

experiences were different from those assumed by the test, no inferences should

have been drawn from the Verbal score. However, psychologist: uncritically

accepted the validity of WISC-R test-scores, and consequently interpreted a

low V, average-range P test pattern as indicative of low academic potential

or learning disability. The usual recommendation was for resource room or

learning centre placement. It is of course possible that this inference is

correct, but it is equally possible that the low Verbal score is a temporary

function of inadequate development of English language skills.

A variation of the first pattern is where the psychologist attributes

the child's low academic potential (which has been inferred on the basis of

test performance) to the negative Influence of the child's ESL background.

(A2) Low Potential Attributed to ESL Background

When psychologists do take note of the child's ESL background,

there is a tendency to assume that the test score is nonetheless a valid

indicator of academic competence (as opposed to performance) and to attribute

deficiencies in this competence to the child's ESL or bilingual background.

The assumptions that some psychologists make about the role of bilingulalism

in ESL children's development and about the use of the Ll at home emerge from

many of these assessments.

Dl. NI? (237): MF was referred for psychological assessment by her

grade I teacher, who noted that she has difficulty in all aspects of leiirning.

MP was given both speech and hearing and psychological assessments. The

former assessment found that All structures and functions pertaining to speech

were within normal limits and hearing was also normal. The findings were
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summarized as follows: "MF comes from an Italian home where Italian is

spoken mainly. However, language skills appeared to be within normal limits

for English."

The psychologist's conclusions, however, were very different. On

the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI), MF

obtained a VIQ of 89, a PIQ of 99, and a FS IQ of 93. The report to MF's

teacher read as follows:

MF tended to be very slow to respond to questions,
particularly if she were unsure of the answers. Her spoken
English was a little hard to understand, which is probably
due to poor English models at hone (speech is within normal
limits). Italian is spoken almost exclusively at home, and
this will be further complicated by the coming arrival of
an aunt end grandmother from Italy.

/here is little doubt that MP is a child of low average
ability whose school progress is impeded by lack of practice
in English. Encourage ME's oral participation as much as
possible, and try to involve MF in extra-curricular
activities where she will be with her English-speaking peers.

,Comment, Despite the fact that the speech assessment revealed no deficiencies

in MF's spoken English, the psychologist has no hesitation ("There is litte

doubt... ") in attributing MF's academic problems to the use of Italian in the

home. The implicit message to the teacher is clear: MF's communication in Ll

with parents and relatives detracts from her school performance, and the aim

of the school program should be to expose MF to as much L2 as possible in

order to compensate for these deficient linguistic and cultural background

experiences.

D2. FA (146): FA was referred by his grade 2 teacher for short

attention span and poor word attack skills. The psychological assessment

showed a VIQ of 80, and PIQ of 93. The report read as fellows:

Psychometric rating places FA in the dull normal range of
intellectual classification. A discrepancy of 13 scaled
points was noted between verbal and performance IQ's with
the greater competency ta the nonverbal abilities. This
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is likely a reoult of PA's exposure to both Italian
and English languages.

This theme is echoed in many other assessments that show a Verbal

Performance discrepancy:

D3. DR (110): "A discrepancy of,20 points between the verbal and

performance IQ's would indicate inconsistent development, resulting in his

present learning difficulties.... It is quite likely that the two spoken

languages fume confused the development in this area" (14IQ 94, PIQ 114; grade 1).

D4. BC (024): "BC, born in Italy, speaks Italian at home and this

may be contributing to her problems at school... poor verbal abilities

development is most certainly influenced by her Italian background '!,- (VIQ 65,

PIQ 78; grade 1).

D5. CG (057): "The verbal IQ is 12 points lower than the performance

IQ, although this is likely due to the effect of speaking both Italian and

English: there is very poor development indicated in the areaofgeneral

inf nation fund " (VIQ 74, PIQ 86; grade 4).

D6. PE (282): "It was noted that PE continues to have difficulty

understanding and using the English language probably because the family speaks

Italian at home. This seems to be a major handicap in PE's development of

verbal skills" (PIQ 72, grade 2).

D7. DA (125): "DA came to Canada from Italy at age 5 and learned

English at school. Italian is spoken in the hOme and this likely is contributing

to overall below average verbal abilities development" (VIQ 80, PIQ 96; grade 7).

D8. RF (318): "Overall, RF scored in the slow, learner range of

intellectual ability for her age level, although she is probably of low average
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ability given the language deficit (RF speaks fluent Italian). RF needs

assistance in developing her vocabulary and comprehension of English. At

present she gets little practice in English outside of school, and this has

quite likely slowed down her progress in school" (VIQ 81, PIQ 93; 'grade 1,

4 months in school at time of assessment).
O

CoMmeht. All of these assessments share the more or less explicit assumption

that the child's experience with another language outside school exerts a

detrimental effect on her verbal abilities development and on her school progress.

What is wrong with this assumption? First, it assumes erroneously (see van-
,

titative analysis) that the MISC verbal scale is a valid measure of verbal

intellectual and academic abilities rather than indicEtive of present level of

academic functioning in English. No attempt is made tl accertain what the

child's verbal abilities might be in the mother tongue.

Second, there is no evidence that bilingualism or a home-school

language switch, in themselvesthave any negative effects on children's academic

development. Witness the superior academic performance of ESL children born

in Canada in the Toronto Board of Education's Every Student Surveys considered

earlier. The research evidence, in fact, suggests that when continued

development of mi:sority children's Ll 11 promoted (either in home or school), the

resulting bilingualism is educationally enriching (see Swain & Cummins, 1978).

Thus, the only conclusinn thatit' logically possible in situations such

as those considered above is that the child's poorer cognitive/academic

functioning in both test and school situations in comparison to middle-class

monolingual Anglo-Saxon peers, Lnly. (or may not) be due to the fact that her

cultural experiences are different frow those assumed by the test and school,

and that her English language vocabulary, information and concepts are as yet

inadequately developed. No inferences can logically be made about verbal

abilities, aptitudestor potential on the basis of test scores or present
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16( academic functioning.

One of the most potentially damaging consequences of the

assumption that ESL children's Ll experience impairs their acquisition of

English academic skills derives from the communication of this belief to

parents. Minority parents are often encouraged by teachers and psychologists

to expose the child to as much English as possible in the home and to minimize

exposure to Ll. Evidence of this type of communication to parents emerges in

several transcripts. Another assumptiod that emerges is that if parents are

not fluent in English, their ability to contribute to the. child's academic

development is extremely limited (see example D1).

D9. PR (289): "Basically PR has some very significant language

problems. The family speaks Italian at home, andis not especially capable

of supporting PR at home with reading and conversation" (VIQ 64, PIQ 108;

grade 2).

D10. SR (364): "SR was tested three years ago and scored in the

slow learner range of ability on the WISC (VIQ 80, PIQ 97; grade 1). At that

time SR was experiencing difficulty with language (Italian is still spoken

at home but they. are trying to use more English)" CM 70, PIQ 77; grade 4).

D11. (DM (118): DM was experiencing reading and speech problems.

The grade 2 teacher's student progress report noted that "Parents are Unable

to help DM due to the fact that Italian is their first language.... They are

very concerned about him'. DM was referred for speech therapy and the therapist

stated; "Since Italian is the primary language spoken in the home, it was felt

that the slight language delay was due to a lack of stimulation in the home

environment" (VIQ 93, PIQ-126).
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D12. CD (079): CD received both speech and hearing and psychological

assessments in grade 1. The former assessor noted: "His general language

abilities seem to be up to an almost average level... This child seems to be

assimilating the English language -- Italian is still required at home. It is

felt that more exposure to English during the school year may improve his

verbal skills and vocabulary" (VIQ 84, PIQ 89).

Comment. What is implied in all these statements is a Separate Underlying

Proficiency (SUP) model of bilingualism in which the proficiency Underlying

the development of cognitive/academic skills in L2 is assumed to.be eeparate

from the proficiency underlying Ll development (see Cummins, 1980c). Given

this assumption, stimulation of cognitive/academic skills in Ll by parents in the

home (e.g. reading or telling LI stories) does not contribute to the development

of Ehglish cognitive/academic skills (or verbal "aptitude"). Thus, it is not

surprising that school personnel advise parents to switch to English in the

home, or, if parents speak very little English, assume that they "are not

especially capable" of.supporting their child at home with reading and

conversation (aee D9).

Research findings show that whether the language of the home is

the same or different from the language of the school matters very little

in comparison to the quality of interaction children experience with adultr.

In a longitudinal study recently conducted in England, Wells (1979) has shown

that children's acquisition of reading skills in school is strongly related to

the extent to which parents responded to and expanded upon the child's

utterances. If parents are not comfortable in English, the quality of inter-

action with their children in English is likely to be less than in Ll. Research

from a variety of contexts also clearly shows that the Separate Underlying

Proficiency model of bilingualism has little validity and_must be replaced by

a Common Underlying Proficiency (CUP) model in which experience with either
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language is capable of developing the conceptual abilities which underlie both

(Cummins, 1980c). For example, it has been shown that under home-school

language switch conditions both majority and minority language children can

readily transfer concepts developed in Ll in the home to L2 in the school,

provided the school attempts to build on the conceptual knowledge the child

brings to school.

Thus, rather than encouraging minority parents to switch to English

in the home, teachers should encourage them to strongly promote the development

of Li through such activities as telling or reading stories to their children

and generally spending time with them. "Conversation" is not.an activity that

occurs only among speakers of English.

Conclusion

The. assessments considered above reveal a lack of appreciation of

the assumptions underlying IQ tests such as the WISC-R and a lack of under-

standing of the ways in which a bilingual or-ESL background influences

acadeiic development in an all-English school program. The psychologists

and teachers, represented above, observe the fact that students from ESL

backgrounds show low academic functioning in a school program oriented

towards the linguistic and cultural experiences,of middle-class Anglo-Saxon

monolingual children, and perform poorly on IQ tests constructed specifically

. to reflect these same middle-class Anglo-Saxon experiences; they ignore the

relativistic perspective within which tests and schools operate and make

absolute statements about ESL children's academic abilities, aptitude,

competence or potential; and_finally, many of them interpret the correlation

between ESL background and low achievement as a eausal relationship.
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B. Allowance Made for ESL background in Test Interpretation

Tile nferential Oaths that were evidenced when psychologists made

allowance for c_ildren's ESL background in interpreting WISC-R scores are

outlined in Figure 2(B). The first decision that the psychologist must make

is whether tc administer both Verbal and Performance batteries or only the

Performance battery. If both batteries are administered then a decision must

be made as to the appropriate interpretation of the Verbal score) The

assessments that fall into the present category are distinguished from those

considered earlier in that caution was always exercised and recommended in

the interpretation of Verbal scores. In some cases Verbal IQ's were not

entered on the assessment report, in others they were entered but were

clearly marked as minimal or invalid, while in the remainder, although the

Vkbill\IQ was entered in the normal way on the referral form, inferences

were made only in regard to the child's present level of academic functioni

rather than in regard to academic pctential or aptitude.

When only the Performance battery was administered, the inter--

pretation of the test score was relatively straightforward, mainly because the

screening it provided was relatively crude. There was no possibility, for

example, of early detection of learning disabilities (other than low overall

ability), since Verbal-Performance di,:crepancies Pe usually interpreted as

a potent indicator of this type of dysfunction.

Each of the inferential paths outlined in figure 2B will be

illustrated with examples from the assessment transcripts.

Bl. nye+ Verbal 2nd Performance Scales Administered

(Bla) No Verbal-Performance Discrepancy

El. CL (212): CL was referred in grade l'for possible placement

in a special education class. His WISC -R scores on all subtests ranged

between 2 and 5. The psychologist commented:
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Figure 2k

The Inferential Process in Assessment of Academic Potential in ESL Children

Test Score
Pattern

Inference

Placement/
Remedial
Recommen-
dation ,

B. Psychologic« takes account of ESL backgrou-,.! in inferring giedemic potential

Bl. Both V and P administered

(Bla) No V-P Discrepancy

)0
Low V Average V

Low P Average P

Low Average
potential potential

Opportunity
class or
resource

Provide in-
dividualized
help in regu-
lar classroom
and review
progress

(Bib) V -P Dlacrepancy

Low V

Average P

Average potential

Provide indivi-
dualized ESL and
academic help either
in regular class or
resource room and
review progress

Y

B2. Only P admin-

11L6Led

(B2a)

Low P

(B2b)

P average

Low potential Average
potential

B3. Ll Measures

AdminiagaLed

Opportunity Provide in-

class or dividualized
resource room help either in

regular class
or resource
room and review
progress

V Verbal Scale

P Performance Scale
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CL is learning English as a second language. He appears
to have difficulty in comprehending simple directions and
simple commands. Psychological assessment indicated CL
is preseitly functioning at a very low level of mental
ability. However, his true IQ may be higher due to the
reason mentioned above.... I will be looking into the
possibility of placing CL in an opportunity room" (VIQ 54,
PIQ 61).

Later an attempt was made to administer the Cattell Culture Fair Test by

giving directions in Italian but the psychologist reported that the child was

not able to understand the tasks.

E2. MT (245): MT was born in Yugoslavia and arrived in the school

system in grade 3. Her grade 4 teacher noted on the rearral that MT "is

having difficulty with her school work, particularly written expression and

comprehension. She tends to be inattentive and has poor work habits". The

teacher wanted to know whether or not MT would benefit from repeating grade 4,

and whether or not language was still a barrier, and if so, to what extent.

MT's VIQ was 73 (4th percentile) and PIQ was 84 (17th percentile). The

psychologist placed an asterix opposite the VIQ and FSIQ and indicated that

"these scores are suspect due to foreign language origin of student". The

report read as follows:

MT appears to have low average ability -- about 10-20
percentile. Verbal is of course suspect due to
language but did not do much. better on...nonverbal tasks.
Language mastery was considered more than adequate to
grasp directions for nonverbal part of the test.

The psychologist suggested that language was still a barrier and made several

recommendations for remedial assistance among which was use of the resource

room facility for areas such as reading and written and expressive language.

E3. WC (387): WC, of Chinese background, was referred as a

candidate for the grade 7 Language Assistance Program (LAP) because he seemed

slow intellectually. The WISC-R scores were: VIQ 85, PIQ 86. The nsychologist

commented:
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Results of this assessment place him within the low
average range of intellectual ability. Although
cultural background would have some influence on test
results (verbal functioning), I would think that this
assessment is still a good indication of WC's overall
ability. This is evidenced by the low nonverbal
(Performance) score. If WC is having a great deal of
trouble with grade 7 work, I would think a LAP placement
appropriate.

Comment. In these examples, the psychologists carefully consider the possible

effects of cultural and linguistic background factors and interpret the

Performance IQ as an indicator of the child's potential. When PIQ is low,

special class placement is usually recommended; when PIQ is average or high,

specific remedial suggestions are usually made for helping the child within

the regular classroom. Because there is not a significant discrepancy between

VIQ and PIQ, difficulties in interpreting test performance are reduced.

Howevez, as is illustrated in the next section, interpretation of low VIQ,

average or high PICA test patterns is essentially a matter of intuition.

(Bib) Significant Verbal-Performance Discrepancy

Before considering the ways in which psychologists interpret V-P

discrepancies among ESL children, it is useful to examine current views on

the significance of V-P discrepancies among monolingual children.

Language Proficiency and Reading Disabilities. _Although the etiology of
41111,-M%

reading disabilities is still'inadequately understood, several researchers have

argued that a major subgroup of reading disabled (RD) children consists of

those who show deficits in verbal processing (see Cummins & Das, 1977;

Vellutino, 1977, 1979 for reviews). Support for this position comes from the

fact that a large proportion of RD children have been found to perform more

poorly on the Verbal than on the Performance subtests of the WISC. For

example, Warrington (1967) reported that 83% of her sample of RD children

showed lower Verbal than Performance scores. A similar pattern was found by
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Belmont and Birch (1966) who reported that retarded readers performed

especially poorly in the Information, Arithmetic and Vocabulary subtests of

the WISC Verbal scale. Owen et al. (1971) also reported poorer Arithmetic,

Coding, and to a lesser extent Information and Digit Span scores among

learning disabled children.

On the basis of these and many other studies, Vellutino (1977,

1979) has argued that with the exception of children whose reading problems

are the result of extrinsic variables (e.g. sensory deficit, socioeconomic

deprivation, etc.) or of specific dysfunction in visual-verbal association,

"virtually all poor readers may be characterized by significant deficits in

verbal ability" (1979, p.311). Be suggests that in addition to adequate

command of.syntax and phonetic coding "an elaborate network of verbal

concepts, ready access to those concepts and the ability to interrelate them

would seem to be necessary conditions for successful reading" (1979, p.344).
h.

Vellutino (1977, 1979) also points out that RD children usually have no

ostensible abnormalities in language that can be detected in spoken discourse.

In summary, a large proportion of children in a monolingual context

who are characterized as suffering from specific reading disability, manifest

low scores on the Verbal subtests of the WISC-R although no impairment is

usually detectable in the,surface aspects of interpersonal communicative

skills.

The WISC-R Manual provides stacistical criteria for evaluating the

significance of V-P discrepancies. It states that a difference of 12 points is

needed to be considered statistically significant at the 5% level. Maclntyre,

Keeton and Agard (1980). recomMend extreme caution in interpreting V-P dis-

crepancies as abnormal, and suggest that 12 points discrepancy is the minimum

that should be used'as an index of relative weaknesses in cognitive functioning.
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They are sceptical of the common assumption that a V-P discrepancy is

indicative of learning disability caused by "a lateralized dysfunction of the

cerebral hemisphere". Their overall conclusion, however, that no one test can

claim to distinguish "learning disabled" and normal achievers is not sur-

prising given their initial demonstration that there exists no adequate or

generally accepted definition of "learning disability" (see also, Coles, 1978).

Despite the fact that considerable conceptual confusion sur-lunds the

notions of "learning disability" and "reading disability" and their clinical

signs, there is certainly evidence (e.g. Vellutino, 1979) that a significant

subgroup of children who experience academic difficulties manifest low

Verbal IQ skills. Certainly, most psychologists in the field interpret the

pattern of low VIQ, average PIQ as clinically significant. Thus, the

problem arises of how they identify "genuine" learning disabilities among

ESL children whose VIQ is likely to be temporarily depressed as a result of

inadequately developed English language skills. The answer is that there is

little logical or empirical basis for deciding whether a child's difficulties

are a result of a learning problem or an English language problem, although

some suggestions in this regard will be made later in this report. The

assessments considered in sections C and D above revealed no awareness of

this dilemma. Those considered here show considerable sensitivity to this

problem. However, because of the logical dilemma, psychologists are basically

reduced to intuition in suggesting a diagnosis and remedial procedures.

Fl. BI (044): BI arrived from Portugal in grade 3 and was

referred by her grade 5 teacher because of reading difficulties. Her WISC

scores were VIQ 73, PIQ 106. The assessment report read as follows:

BI recently came from Portugal (1 1/2 years ago). This
to a large extent is reflected in a low overall Verbal
score. I believe BI to be of at least average potential
as can be inferred from the 106 IQ on the Performance
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subtexts. requires enriched language arts
experience. As with most new Canadians it is
doubtful they can achieve at their grade placement.
Resource roam help is recommended.

P2. RJ (312): RJ was a Chilean refugee who entered the school

system in grade 3. The grade 3 teacher referred him in January noting that

he is unable to work independently and finds ft difficult to work for any

length of time. She attempted to get him to do the Grade 3 Gates McGinitie

reading test but reported that "he wasn't able to do it at all". RJ received

a VIQ of 64 and a PIQ of 100. As vizh the zajority of VIQ assessments,

Arithmetic was highest (7) and Information lowest (1). The psychologist

commented:

It was quite evident that he has a great deal of difficulty
with the English language... I would think the Verbal IQ
of 64 obtained is not a true indication of ability but
resulted primarily-from language and cultural background.
The nonverbal IQ of 100 is most probably more in line with
this boy's verbal ability level.

The psychologist recommended that the itinerant ESL teacher be contacted

for help.

Comment._ Clearly, the conclusions drawn in these two assessments are

reasonable and no other inferences can logically be drawn from the assessments.

However, it is also quite possible that these children's academic difficulties

derive from more than just their New Canadian background. However, there is

no way that potential long-term difficulties of this type can be detected

from psychological testing administered only in English. The third example

illustrates a case where it appears likely that serious learning problems were

not identified by the psychological assessment.

P3. UA (374): UA was born in South America and first referred by

the grade 1 teacher who noted that she "needs individual help in all aspects

of 'he program, since she's a New Canadian". Although UA was seen by a
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psychologist at that time there is no record of test scores. UA was again

referred in October of the grade 2 year by the resource room teacher who

noted that her teacher "says she cannot read. Has returned to grade 1 for

reading period. UA also comes to me for help in Resource Room. She has

extreme difficulty with word attack, particularly blending". The teacher

wanted to know what.her TO and potential were.

UA was assessed on the WISC-R shortly after this referral. The

psychologist noted that "UA was quite friendly during the test interview.

She spoke freely..." Her WISC -R scores were: VIQ, 77; PIQ, 104. The

psychologist commented that

While she is progressing in English, she is still behind,
resulting in a low overall verbal score. Performance (score)
was within the average range and this may well be a measure
of the girl's potential. It is possible that family or
other problems are impeding motivation toward intellectual work.
No real disability is obvious other than auditory memory and a
rather impulsive manner of attacking her work.

In April of the grade 2 year, UA was again referred for psychological

and reading assessment. Her teacher noted that she had been in Canada for

at least four years. "We have had her taking reading with the grade 1 class

and her classroom teacher has given her individual help. Her progress is

minimal and she does not appear overly concerned with her lack of progress...

She was in the Resource Room and it was found that her phonic attack skills,

after one year of special help, did not improve at all." The teacher wanted

to know whether, in spite of the psychologist's first observation that "there

was 'no real disability observed other than 7ditory memory'...UA has a

sufficient degree of learning disability to warrant placement in a Learning

Centre?"

The fourth example illustrates a case of a learning problem that

might have been identified much earlier had the child been monolingual
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English-speaking.

F4. ,RF (310): This child was born in the Phillipines and entered

the school system in grade 1. In February of the grade 4 year, he was re-

ferred for psychological assessment because, in the principal's words, "He

is reading at a grade 2 level.. He has a language problem - English is his

second language. He has received some individual instruction in phonics and

comprehension. Is the problem language or otherwise...?" The assessment

showed a VIQ of 78, PIQ 114 and FSIQ 98. The, psychologist noted that RF

seemed very discouraged and said he didn't always understand the teacher .who

say what words means when I don't know it". There is a
wide discrepancy between verbal ability and the nonverbal.
One would suspect that this is due, in part at least, to
a lack of command of the Enblish language. In the emotional
area he appears to have a rather low concept of himself and
his ability."

The psychologist made several recommendations for the teacher and also

suggested that placement should be considered for a learning centre. RF later

received individualized language therapy and was enrolled in a learning centre

for the grade 5 year.

Comment. The relevance of this example lies in the fact that although RF was

in the system since grade 1 his learning problem was not identified until late

in the grade 4 year. Clearly, the chances of successful remediation are

increased if learning disabilities are detected early. Yet a psychological

assessment in English in grade 1 or 2 would have been virtually useless

in this regard because the potential learning problem would have been masked

by the none- English background.

Sometimes clues are available from the child's behaviour in an Ll

context which are potentially relevant to the question of whether the academic

problem is one of learning disability or English language knowledge. The
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following is an example where this type of clue is ignored by the psychologist.

175. DT (063): DT was referred by his grade 3 teacher who noted

that he had been in Canada for 1 1/2 years and was still reading at a pre-

primer level. Attention span was short, retention poor and he seldom par=

ticipated in class. The teacher also noted that "DT's aunt (mother speaks

no English) has said that his behaviour was similar in Italy. Italian is

spoken at home". The teacher requested an 1Q test to discover DT's potential.

DT's VIQ was 82 and PIQ 108. The psychologist noted the 22 point

V-P discrepancy and continued:

The apparent difficulty with the verbal skills development
is understaidable in view of his Italian background and
the understanding that Italian is spoken at home....
Generally the results indicate that DT is a youngster
of average intellectual ability who would likely score at
a higher.level given specific reiUediation and help in
the identified weakness areas.

A part-time resource room placement and ESL help was recommended.

Comment. It is obviously impossible to say how valid the report of similar

dysfunctional behaviour in Italy iso or what its significance might be to DT's

present difficulties. However, the psychologist's failure to take account of

the child's behaviour in an Italian context, and thl obvious questions that

can be raised about the validity of the test score interpretation, illustrates

just how liMited a view of the child's potential is normally provided by an

assessment only in English.

In summary, in response to a low V, average P test profile, those

psychologists who take account of the child's ESL background in inferring

potential usually regard thePIQ as an index of academic potential and

attribute the low VIQ to cultual/linguistic factors. The problem with this

interpretation is that many children from monolingual backgrounds who ex-

perience reading difficulties also manifest a low V, average P pattern. Thus,
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what is usually perceived as one of the main diagnostic clues on the WISC is

eliminated when the VIQ is discounted, and consequently, the possibility of

early identification of learning disability is reduced.

However, the data presented earlier on WISC-R patterns suggest

that administration of the V scale is not necessarily useless or inappropriate

under all conditions. Provided the child has been *the school system for

a reasonable length of time (probably two years minimum) an explorat,ry use

of the WISC-R V scale may be informative. In the first place, the child may

score relatively high (close to P score) on the V scale, thereby suggesting

that s/he is making good progress in English cognitive/academic skills.

Secondly, deviations from the typical pattern of V subtest scores among ESL

children (see Figure 1)can be very informative. The peaks at Arithmetic and

Digit Span (when it,is administered) are replicated in the vast majority of

low V subtest profiles. Thus, a relatively low score on one of these subtests

may provide a' clue to a real learniqg problem. This is illustrated by the

following assessment:

F6. PM (281: PM was referred by his grade 2 teacher who noted that

"PM is Spanish speaking with a limited knowledge of English. He has not been

able to grasp the concept of number or Iddition". He had been in the system

since kindergarten. The psychologist administered both V and P scales but

entered only the PIQ of 78 on the WISC-R form, noting that the VIQ was not

valid. PM's V subtest scaled scores were: Information 2, Similarities 2,

Arithmetic 6, Vocabulary 4, Digit Span 4. The psychologist commented:

His only strength was speed in copying designs. His
auditory memory is quite weak, which may be holding
back his English development... the verbal scores are
not considered valid for IQ purposes because PM is a
New Canadian. However, they do give an indication of
his present level of functioning in academic areas.

Comment. Because of the typical peak on the Digit Span subtest the psychologist's
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hypothesis about possible causal factors appears reasonable. The assessment

shows the importance of knowing what the typical patterns of WISC-R subtest

scores are. The following assessment illustrates a case where a miscon-

ception in regard to this pattern causes the psychologist to ignore a

diagnostic clue.

F7. BG (01S): BG was referred by his grade 3 teacher for

resource room placement. His VIQ was 96 and PIQ 106. The psychologist

commented:

There were two areas where BG had difficulty 7- these
were in the area of geperal information (usually acquired
through reading and discussing things) and in arithmetic
reasoning, a task involving the solving of orally presented
word problems. In homes where English is a second language
these scores are frequently depressed, and it means BG will
need extra help in reading .... With special attention
to developing language skills, BG should be working at an
average level for his age" (Inforibtion 7, Arithmetic = 6).

Comment. A more appropriate inference might be that BG will need extra help

in Arithmetic, especially since other Verbal subtest scores are high, e.g.

Comprehension = 13, Vocabulary = 12. The psychologist may be aware of

research data showing that learning disabled children tend to perform poorly

on Arithmetic and Information subtests (Belmont and Birch,-1966; Owen et al.,

1971). However, as the data in Figure 1 show, relatively high Arithmetic

A

scores are typical of ESL children.

The final example in this section shows a "typical" New Canadian

pattern and an appropriate assessment.

F8. MA (255): MA was referred in grade 2 at the request of

parents because she was having difficulty adjusting to school work and the

new language. She was born it: Chile and had been in the system since

kindergarten. Her PIQ was 104 and although the V scale was adminiatered,
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the VIQ was not recorded. Her V subtest scores were: Information 3,

Similarities 3, Arithmetic 10, Vocabulary 7, Digit Span 11. The assessment

report read as follows:

Because MA is a New Canadian, her verbal IQ is not a valid
indicator of her ability but rather of her present
achieirement level in English. Her performance scores
indicate that she has normal ability. Her very low score
in Picture Completion (4) was due to her continually
saying nothing was missing from the pictures. When urga,
she could respond correctly.

Diagnostic Considerations in Relation to V-P Discrepancies

The most difficult problems of W1SC-R snore interpretation occur

when the child shows a low VIQ and average or high PIQ. There are at least

three possible interpretations of a low VIQ:

1. a temporary difficulty with the English language_which will
be ameliorated with continued exposure;

2. a difficulty which may have arisen as a result of ehe ESL
background but which has not been ameliorated with exposure
and is now a valid indicator of abilities or potential; the
distinction between this pattern and the first pattern is
not absolute and may be better viewed as a continuum._

3. a learning disability similar in nature to those observed
in monolingual children.

Clearly there are different implications for intervention

associated with inference 1 as opposed to inferences 2 and It Is not

clear whether the intervention implications for pattern 2 differ from those

of pattern 3, but it may depend upon whether specific dysfunctions (e.g.

auditory memory), as opposed to generally low overall verbal ability, an

.be identified in association with pattern 3.

What diagnostic considerations should be employed in making these

inferences? Two considerations can be suggested:

A. Time:Progress Ratio. Figure 2 shows a reanalysis of data from the

Toronto Board of Education 1969 Every Student Survey which examines the
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effects of length of residence 0,0R) and age on arrival (AOR) in Canada on

the rapidity with which New Canadian students approach grade norms in Engliah

cognitive/academic skills (Cummins, 1980b). The dependent variable in Figure 2

is a group version of the Ammons Picture Vocabulary Test (PVT); a similar

pattern was shown on four other measures of English cognitive/academic skills.

It can be seen that it takes New Canadian children, who arrive at age 6 or

later, between 5 and 7 years, on the average, to approach grade norms in

English cognitive/academic skills. As the transcripts in the present study

suggest, fluency in English interpersonal communicative skills is generally

attained in a much shorter amount of time. However, Figure 2 shows that

with increases in .7.ength of residence there were corresponding increases in

proximity to grade norms among ESL children. Thus, a criterion for inferring

'pattern i is that there be continued progress towards grade norms in English

cognitive/academic skills over time. Thus, if yearly standardized achievement

tests are given, gradual progress towards norms should be evident. This

criterion implies that a one-shot WISC-R administration is unlikely to permit

inference 1 with any degree of certainty. However, if a child is reassessed,

the change in VIQ:PIQ ratio in the direction of unity could be used to infer

progress. For example, if on occasion one the VIQ is 60 arni PIQ 100, and

on occasion two the VIQ is 80 and the PIQ 100, then there is a change in

:IQ:PIQ ratio from .6 to .8.

Frequently teachers in the present sample indicated that a child's

academic p:ogress was unsatisfactory. However, teachers' reports alone

should not be used to reject inference 1 because teachers often have very

unrealistic expectations about how quickly ESL children should reach grade

norms. For example, a common assumption was that ch,ldren's ESL background

should no longer be hindering their academic performance once they had

becomm reasonably fluent in English. Teachers usually do not realize how
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long it takes ESL children, on the average, to approach grade norms. Thus,

if after three years length of residence, an ESL child is performing only at

the 20th percentile level a teacher may conclude erroneously that there luta

been little progress, forgetting that the initial level was much lower.

In summary, the first diagnostic consideration relevant to inferring

pattern 1 is the extent,to which there has been progress towards grade norms

in English cognitive/academic skills, calibrated, for immigrant students, on

a rough time scale of 5-7 years length of residence to achieve grade level.

For students born in Canada a rough guide is provided by the

Toronto Board's finding (Rogers, 1969) that ESL students born in Canada had

reached grade norms in English academic skills by grade 3 on the ay. age (i.e.

after four years of schooling). Obviously these guidelines are very rough

and there may be considerable intergroup variation, but they do provide

some empirical basis for making inferences regarding the adequacy of ESL

students' academic progress.

B. Verbal Subtest Pattern. Just as the first consideration is

based on a comparison of an individual ESL child's time:progress ratio with

that exhibited by a large "norming" group of ESL children, the second con-

sideration is based on a comparison of the Verbal subtest pattern manifested

by an individual ESL child with that typically manifested by ESL children.

When children perform as poorly on Arithmetic and/or Digit Span as they

do on the other Verbal subtests, this may indicate specific problems in these

areas which are not attributable to ESL backsround. No inferences regarding

specific disabilities are warranted when the child performs poorly on all

Verbal subtests except Arithmetic and Digit Span.

The possibility of obtaining diagnostic information from the Verbal

subtext pattern is an argumeat for administering at least Arithmetic and
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Digit Span, and possibly one other subrest (Vocabulary or Similarities are

probably most appropriate) for comparison purposes. No illusions should be

entertained, however, about the validity of the Verbal battery, as a whole,

as an indicator of academic potential, unless the child has been in school in

the host country for at least four or five years.

The psychologists in the present sample who were sensitive to

cultural/linguistic barriers to test performance often administered only the

Performance scale. The inferential paths which follow from this decision

are considered in the next section.

B2. Only Performance Scale Administered

When only the performance scale is administered the PIQ is usually

interpreted as indicative of the child's potential.

Cl. GC (106) and JB (182): these two brothers had arrived from

Italy about 1 1/2 years previously and were in grade 3 (JB) and grade 5 (GG)

respectively. They were referred by the same resource room teacher who

noted for both children: "Seems to be a solid resource room candidate -- needs

IQ testing for placement. From Italy -- behind in reading".

Both boys were assessed by the same psychologist who did not

administer Verbal tests (with the exception of Arithmetic to GG) because the

children were New Canadian with somewhat limited English. GG's PIQ was 101

and he obtained a scaled score of 12 on Arithmetic. The psychologist concluded:

continued:

GG seems to have average ability with no apparent learning
disabilities.... As his problems in reading seem to be due
to his lack of experience in English rather than to specific
learning disability he Is not an appropriate resource room
candidate.

JB's PIQ was 86. After noting JB's ESL background the psychologist

However, JB chatted to himself in English during the test
which indicated that he thought in English.... JB had
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difficulty noticing missing details in pictures,
focusing, and copying designs with blocks. I shall
suggest that his parents have his vision checked. He
seems to need help in the visual motor area plus English.

G2. AD (103): In Canada for less than a year, AD was referred

by his grade 6 teacher who wanted "to have an idea on the amount of progress

and his capacity to know. This will help us in planning his program". The

child's PIQ was 111 and the psychologist concluded that he had good academic

potential, although noting that he made little effort to speak despite

appearing to understand the directions correctly. S/he went on to say that

Placement remains a problem since what is required is
not learning assistance but a class for New Canadians
where he can learn English. He will function in a
regular class when language nastery is adequate.

G3. GU (177): GU, whose parents were reported to speak mostly

Polish, entered the system in grade 2 and was referred by her grade 3 teacher

who noted that she was "having trouble with English vocabulary and its meaning

She is very competent in other areas such as arithmetic. But she is missing

a great deal, not being able to understand what she hears and sees". The

psychologist made no record of verbal scores (if administered). GU's PIQ was

73. The assessment read as follows:

GU was rather quiet during the interview and had little
to say. English is a second language for her and she
has difficulty expressing herself. For this reason,
the verbal scores on the test should be disregarded. On
performance items, GU scored consistently below average.
These scores may be somewhat lower than her actual ability
level due to her lack of understanding oral instructions,
however she probably would still score in the slow learner
range.

Comment. Clearly, an average or high PIQ score provides useful information

on students' nonverbal abilities, although a low PIQ needs to be treated

somewhat more cautiously, depending upo' the student's grasp of English.

However, it is not necessarily valid to infer from an average or high PIQ
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that the student's overall academic potential is high, since reading and

language arts achievement is generally more related to Verbal ability than

to Performance. Possible visual perceptual difficulties may be noticed,

as in Cl (JB), but generally an assessment in which the P subtexts alone

are administered is usually capable of providing only limited answers to

teachers' questions regarding academic potential or learning disability.

An obvious means of attempting to obtain more information on

academic potential is to administer tests in the child's Ll. A handful of

assessments in the present sample employed this strategy.

B3. Assessment of Ll Abilities

Assessment of Ll cognitive/academic abilities seems especially

appropriate for the child who manifests a low VIQ, average PIQ WISC -R test

profile and who has been in school in the host country for a relatively short

time (less than two years). Testing Ll after this period is likely to be

invalid because of possible rezression of Ll abilities due to lack of

exposure to conceptually demanding input. The assumption underlying the

assessment of Ll abilities is that cognitive/academic abilities are cross-

lingual or interdependent in Ll and L2 (see Cummins, 1980a,b). In other

words, an immigrant child's Ll cognitive/academic ability on entry to the

school system will be an important factor determining the level of L2

cognitive/academic ability achieved. Thus, if Ll ability is well-developed

it is likely that low VIQ and academic difficulties in English are a

temporary function of ESL background. On the other hand, poorly developed

Ll and L2 cognitive/academic abilities would suggest that academic difficulties

are likely to be more long-term.

The greater confidence which can result from assessing the child's

abilities in his/her stronger language is evident in the following two
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assessments.

Hl. 'SS (363): SS was referred by her kindergarten teacher who

noted that she was immature and used baby talk. The speech and language

assessment revealed that

SS was operating at a 2.5 to 3.0 age level for comprehension of
English as compared to her chronological age of 5.3...
Expressive language consisted mainly of one or two word
utterances, or gestures... In summary SS exhibited a severe
receptive and expressive language delay.

The psychological assessment showed SS's VIQ to be 51 and PIQ 70. The

psychologist noted that during testing SS was quite chatty, but difficult to

understand. One of the psychologists in the system who spoke Italian (as an

L1) contacted the parents after these assessments and arranged to give SS an

informal assessment in Italian in order to ascertain whether language

development in Italian was normal; in other words, to ascertain whether the

language delay was "real" or a temporary function of ESL background. This

informal assessment revealed that although the mother felt SS's Italian was

good, SS could not name many common objects in Italian, she tended to respond

inappropriately to questions given in Italian and, used segments or sentence

fragments. Thus, the assessment team felt reasonably confident in their

diagnosis because of the congruence of symptoms in the two languages.

Comment. One must presume in this instance that the psychologist who spoke

Italian was sensitive to dialectical variations. Also, it is to be hoped that

advice was given to the mother about how the family could help the child's

speech and language development in Italian in order to complement the English

speech therapy the child would receive within the school system.

112. PA (304): PA, a Chilean refugeG, was referred by his grade 1

teacher who asked whether he was mentally capable of coping with the regular

school program. She requested that an assessment be carried out in Spanish.
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PA (chronological age 7.9) obtained a PIQ of 54 (4.1 age level) on the WISC-R

(administered in Spanish), a 5.3 age level on Bender-Gestalt, a 2.3 age level

on Peabody Picture vocabulary and 0.5 kindergarten level on the Peabody

Achievement Matn (administered in Spanish). The psychologist concluded:

PA's difficulties in grade 1 are due to more than just
a language difference. He seems to have serious hand-
eye coordination problems and a very minimal understanding
of math concepts considering his age (7.9) and his background
(mother was a teacher).

Opportunity room placement was recommended.

Comment. What is notable here is the psychologist's confidence in rejecting

the "language difference" explanation of the child's difficulties. It is

likely that had all the assessment been administered in English much less

diagnostic confidence would have been displayed.

The final example shows that although assessment in a language

other than English does provide additional information, it does not necessarily

provide a definitive answer to the question of why a particular child is

experiencing reading difficulties.

H3. GM (173): This child's parents were from the Belgian Congo

and French was reported to be the child's main language, although the

psychologist noted that "he is exposed to a number of languages". He was

attending a French language (immersion) school in the system and referred by

his grade 2 teacher who noted:

This child is having greet difficulty in learning to read
in French even though he \s fluent in this language. I.

would like an intelligence test given in French and other
tests done to determine what is retarding the learning
process for this child.

The psychologist gave the regular WISC-R in French and GM obtained a VIQ of

74 and PIQ of 95. The lowest Verbal subtests were Information (3) and

Similarities (2). Digit Spar was highest (10) and Arithmetic, Vocabulary
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and tomprchausion were 7, 7 and 6 respectively. The psychologist's impression

was that the child had higher ability than was indicated on the test. He con-

tinned:

In view of possible cultural incompatibility with test
instrument, one might better consider this boy's ability
as tentatively near average in view of the nonverbal
score which was within that range.

Several weeks later the Paris version of the WISC Verbal scale was given to GM

and his VIQ went up to 84. However, the psychologist noted that this was

still much below average. The psychologist suggested that immaturity and poor

expressive vocabulary might be contributing to GM's difficulty and several

remedial suggestions were made to the teacher. However, the psychologist's

overall conclusion was that

At this point no clear cut answer can be give as to why
he cannot learn to read and he will need further
examination and observation in order to pinpoint his
difficulty.

Comment. This assessment clearly shows that cultural biases may be just as

salient in tests administered in Ll as they are in L2 tests. In constructing

measures of Ll cognitive/academic language proficiency special care is

required to minimize dialectal and cultural biases. It Is not sufficient

to take a French or Italian version of the WISC, or any other formal test,

and assume that it is valid for French or Italian Ll children in Canada.

Novak (1973), for example, found that Italian immigant children in Canada for

less than two years did not differ in overall performance on English and

Italian versions of the WISC, although they did perform somewhat better on

the Italian verbal subtests. She attributes the lack of difference to the

cultural and dialectal inappropriateness of the Italian version. Research

is currently underway by the writer to develop antonyms, sentence and

passage repetition, and cloze measures of immigrant students' Ll cognitive/

academic proficiency for which general norms could be established as a
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diagnostic guide.

The other point worth noting in the final assessment is the unusual

candor displayed by the psychologist in admitting that the psychological

assessment fails to show why the child can't read. It is appropriate to end

the examples with this admission because it could be applied not only to many

of the assessments considered in the present study but also to a large number

of psychological assessments of monolingual children. As the reviews by

Coles (1978) and McIntyre et al. (1980) clearly demorstrate, there is con-

siderable conceptual confusion about what a learning disability really is,

and therefore it should not be surprising that diagnostic procedures are

similarly confused.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The psychological assessments analysed in the present study

illustrate the problems associated with applying assessment and placement

procedures developed primarily to serve the needs of middle-class English-

speaking students to students from linguistically and culturally diverse

backgrounds. It is clear that there are many gaps in psychologists' and

teachers' knowledge both about the limitations of psychological tests and

about the development of academic skills in immigrant children. Some of

these gaps are due to the fact that the knowledge base has not existed;

others are due to the fact that the data which are availpble have not been

adequately communicated to teachers and psycholog Cher in university

or in-service courses. Some of the information which many psychologists,

teachers, administrators, policy - makers and academics concerned with special

education and/or ESL students may not know about these issues is summarized

below.
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Test-Related Knowledge Gaps

1. Ps cholo ical tests assess Ed, students' present academic

functioning, not potential. Because IQ tests purport to assess academic

potential, and because teachers explicitly request information about

students' potential, many psychologists in the present study made

inferences about minority students' potential, abilities or aptitudes

which are logically inadmissable given the assumptions of the test. These

inferences about low abilities can result in over inclusion of minority

students in special education classes, as documented by Mercer (1973).

Contributing to psychologists' tendency to make logically invalid inferences

is the apparent fluency of many minority students in English and the fact that

psychologists and teachers have no information on how long it takes minority

students to approach grade norms in English cognitive/academic skills. The

frequency with which trained psychologists ignore the "small print" containing

the limitations and assumptions of the test ls,a cause of considerable concern

given the fact that in many boards (33 out of 80 in Keeton's 1979-80 survey)

IQ 'testing is conducted by personnel who are not supervised by a registered

psychologist (Keeton, 1979-80). Samuda and Crawford (1980) also document the

lack of an articulated policy regarding testing of minority children in most

Ontario boards. Thus, it is likely that the lack of sensitivity among many

of the psychologists in the present study to the assumptions of IQ tests is

not an isolated phenomenon but rather one which exists in::the majority of

school boards across Canada. It is clearly not an easy task for a psychologist

to admit that a psychological assessment has revealed little or nothing about

a student's academic potential when the teacher has referred a student

precisely in order to discover his or her academic potential so that rekistic

expectations can be established for the student.
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2. The WISC-R subtest pattern of minority students may provide

diagnostic clues. The quantitative analysis suggested that, in general,

Performance subtests were more valid than Verbal subtests. Thus, provided

4/the student clearly understands the task demands,\it is ream ble to make

cautious and tentative inferences regarding nonverbal intellectual abilities

,

based on Performance scores. However, nonverbal abilities are usually less_

related to academic progress than are verbal abilities and thus are of

limited usefulness as indicators of academic potential.

A large majority of low VIQ, higher PIQ,WISC-R profiles showed a

characteristic pattern of peaks on Arithmetic and Digit Span and extremely.

low scores on Information. This implies that English language deficits

interfere less with Arithmetic and Digit Span than with the other Verbal

subtests. The factor analyses suggested that nonverbal abilities may be

functional to some extent on these tasks. Thus, deviations from the typical

pattern for ESL students may be diagnostically important. For example,

relatively low Digit Span may indicate auditory sequential processing difficulties

rather than English language deficits; no such inferences (however tentat,1

about abilities or verbal aptitude are warranted on the basis of relatively

low Information, Similarities, Vocabulary or Comprehension scores.

Thus, it appears justifiable to .264 ulster the WISC-R Arithmetic

and Digit Span subtests,,as well as one of the other Verbal subtests (not

Information) for comparison purposes, to minority students who have been in

the country for a reasonable amount of time (i.e. who havk developed

flUency or have been here about two years). However, obviously no IQ should

be calculated on the basis of these scores and inferences should be tentative.

The present, data suggest that there is v ry little justification

for administering the Information subtest to minority students; however, if

it is administered and a student's score is lower than on the other Verbal
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subtexts t should not be included in the calculation of an IQ score.

For wino ty students Information rather than Digit Span should be the

optic:ill Verbal subtest.

Student-Related Knowledge Gaps

3. ESL immigrant students take 5-7 years, on the average, to

auroachArade norms in English cognitive /academic skills. There are many

examples in the transcripts where teachers refer for psychological assessthent

ESL students who have been in Canada for a relatively short amount of-time

ia.g. 1-2 years). Because the child's academic achievement is still poor,

despite apparently good progress in English ccamunicative skills, they wonder

if some form of learning disability is involved or if the child has a low IQ.

This is noesUrprising in view of the lack of any empirical data showing how

long it takes immigrant students to approach grade norms in academic skills.

The implicit assumption among teachers, psychologists,'and policy-make0 has

been that English language deficits can no longer be invoked as a factor

impeding school or test performance once the child has acquired relatively

fluent English communicative skills. Normally immigrant children can speak

and understand English very well within about two years of arrival. Thus,

in Ontario it appeared reasonable to provide ESL assistance only in the child's

first two years in. Canada and to refrain from testing only during the first

two years. By that time the vast majority of students clearly had sufficient

English to :unction in a regular classroom and to understand directions and

questions on psychological tests.

The reanalysis of the Toronto Board of EducationTvery Student

Survey data (Figure 3) iihows that these assumptions cre fallacious. Despite

the fact that ESL students may be fluent in English within about two years

of arrival, it takes between 5-7 years, on the average, for students who
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arrive after the age of 6, to approach grade norms in English cognitive/

academic skills, i.e. the skills required on a verbal IQ test or on a

standardised reading test. The fact that students cuatinue to approach grade

norms with increasing length of residence suggesra that inferences about

students' academic ;atential based on a one-shot administration of the WISC-R

within students' first five years in Canada are likely to underestimate

4
potential. These data clearly show that psychological tests 'o not magically

become valid after the student has been in Canada for two years.

4. Interpersonal communicative skills are very different from

cognitive /academic language proficiency. The difference between these two

typee of language proficiency is clearly shown in the numerous referrals which

noted that students spoke and understood English well but were experiencing

considerable difficulties in reading and academic aspects of English. The

data considered in the previous section show that it takes up to 7 years for

immigrant students to approach grade norms in cognitive/academic skills

despi.e the fact that their basic interpersonal communicative skills approach

acceptable native-like norms much sooner.

The phenomenon is essentially the same as with preschool children

learning their first language, where, as Donaldson (1978) points out, chi] ren's

understanding and production can give a misleading impassion of skill with

language per se.

Certainly they commonly understand us, but surely it is
not our words alone that they are understanding -- for
they may be shown to be relying heavily on cues of other
kinds (1978, p.72).

The child's attention Is drawn to something that interests
him and he speaks of it. He has some idea.that is
important to him and he expresses it in whatever form
comes most readily to him. He is nel.er required, when bq
is himself producing language, to go counter to his own
preferred reading os the situation -- to the way in which he
himself_spontaneously sees it (",978, p.74).
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Thus, ESL children's rapid acquisition of facility in understanding and

producing appropriate language in meaningful interpersonal contexts is not

surprising. Add to this facility a near-native accent and the use of stock

peer-group expressions and the surface manifestations of the ESL background

have disappeared.

However, functioning in an academic context (e.g. learning to read

or performing verbal IQ tasks) involves processing language which is stripped

of its situational and interpersonal supports. Just as in a monolingual

.text, children's facil' y in basic interpersonal communicative skills

provide little or no information about their academic language skills, no

inferences are warranted about ESL students' cognitive/academic language

proficiency or the validity of verbal IQ scores based on their interpersonal

communicative skins.

5. ESL children's academic difficulties are not caused by the use

of a non-Engl!.sh language in the home. There were many instances in the

transcripts where children's low verbal IQ scores were interr :ted as a valid

reflection of verbal ability and attributed to the child's exposure to two

languages. There were also several cases when, the teacher or psychologist

assumed that parents' lack of facility in English precluded them from helping

their child academically at home and that the more exposure the child had to

the mother tmtgue the greater the interference with the acquisition of English.

There is considerable research data available to refute these

assumprionq (see Cummins, 1980c). A home-school language switch, in itself, does

not cause academic problems, as evidenced In the high level of academic achieveent

among ESL children born in Canada (Deosaran, 1976; Wright, 1971). In fact,

the research data suggest that the development of proficiency in two languages

can be academically and cognitively enricting. However, in a minority language
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context a high level of bilingualism can usually be attained only when there

is a strong emphasis, either in school or home, on the development of Ll

skills. One of the res Nns why this emphasis has been lacking in many cases

is because minority parents and educators have assumed that an emphasis on Ll

would be detrimental to English. Contrary to this assumption, the data

suggest that a strong emphasis on developing Ll skills in the home may make

an important contribution to the development of English academic skills.

Several studies have shown that the ways in which adults communicate

with children is important for c dren's future academic success. For

example, in a longitudinal study recently conducted in England, Wells (1979)

has shown that children's rate -f linguistic development is significantly

related to the quality of the conversation they experience with adults and

also that children's knowledge about: literacy on entry to school is strongly

related to the level :eading skills they attain in school.

Given the impottance of the quality of parent-child communication

in the home and the fact that concepts developed in Ll can easily be trans-

ferred to L2, it is clear that teachers' or psychologists' adviCe to parents

tc use English in the home can have potentially disastrous results. In many

cases, parents will use broken Erglish or a mixture of Ll and English and

spend less time interacting with the-r children because they are not

comfortable in using English. If minority language parents desire their

children to become bilingual then they should expose them to as much Ll as

possible in the preschool years. Activities such as singing, playing, telling

stories and reading aloud to children are extremely important not only in

developing a high level of Ll proficiency but also in establishing solid

foundation for the acquisition of English skills and future academic success.
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Policy Implications

The difficulties ofapplyin; current testing procedures to minority

students have been recognised at a gt.neral level by some policy-makers,

academics, and psychologists as illustrated, for example, by the policy in most

Metropolitan Toronto Boards of not testing immigrant children who have been

in Canada for less than two years; however, as pointed out earlier, this

policy raises all sorts of questions about when IQ tests become "valid" for

minority students, the nature of second language proficiency and how it

develops in immigrant students, how to identify "learning disabilities"

(however defined) in ESL students, etc.' Very little conceptual inquiry or

empirical research has been devoted to these issues in Canada. The only

large-scale survey of minority student assessment (Samuda & Crawford, 1980)

is descriptive in nature does not analyse these issues in depth.

One reason why scant attention has been paid to these issues derives

from the disjunction between ESL/Multiculturalism and Special Education

Departments in both school boards and Ministries of Education. Minori.:y

children are the concern of the ESL Department until they become fluent in

English, after which, if academic difficulty persists, they become the concern

of the Psychological Services or Special Education Departments. The problematic

nature of testing ESL children is usa:ly recognised in a general way by ESL/

Multiculturalism Departmentsbecatae they are responding to the concerns of

ethnic community groups and are familiar with cautions expressed in recent

Work Group Reports on Multiculturalism. However, the complexities of the

issue often receive only lipservice, at best, from those whose primary concern

is with special education in general.

40 This is illustrated by the fact that the problem receives virtually

no mention in recent Ontario Ministry of Education directi s on special

education and early identification (see Keeton, 1979-SO)? These recent

8,1
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initiatives are in response to pressure from groups such as the Association

for Children with Learning Disabilities, composed largely of articulate

piddle-class anglophone parents, and are consequently directed primarily

towards identifying learning disabilities among middle-class anglophone

children. As Coles (1978) and McIntyre et al. (1980) point out, most current

definitions of learning disability exclude academic difficulties that can be

attributed to low socioeconomic status, "cultural deprivation" (i.e. non-Anglo

background) and low overall intelligence.

'Thus, the recent special education policY'initiatives in Ontario,

although laudable in intent, fail to take account of the awkward presence of

a sizable proportion of minority students for whom current procedures Ere

inappropriate. A major reason for instituting an early identification policy

is to reduce the underinclusion of students in special education; In other

words, to ensure that students who need special education services receive

them. If policy- makers are serious about applying this policy to all

children, then :here is an immediate need for considerable conceptual and

empirical work to identify the manifestations of learning disabilities in

minority children and to devise reliable methods of distinguishing these

"genuine learning disabilities" from temporallOacademic difficulties caused

by English language deficits. Given the fact that the problem is virtually ignored

in Ministry directives and the lack of awareness of the problem in the

province as a whole (Keeton, 1978-80; Samuda & Crawford, 1980), the application

of the early identification policy to minority students is likely to be

highly unreliable; in other words, there is likely to be both considerable

overinclusion and underinclusion of minority children in special education

programs.

The fact that there is no simple answer to the problem obviously

does not justify ignoring it. The problem is not confined to the identification
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of learning disabilities; there has also been no serious consideration for its

implications in identifying gifted children. Several immediate steps can be

recommended in order to begin-to address the problem: first, professional

deOelopment activities should be directed towards closing the knowledge-gaps

identified in the present report; second, research should be undertaken to

develop appropriate ways of as--ssing and remediating learning difficulties

in ESL children; third, efforts to come to grips with the same problem in

other countries should be examined and their relevance to the Canadian

situation assessed. An outline of the serious attention that is currently

,being given to the issue in the United States is attached in the Appendix.
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Footnotes

Q.

1. The term Ni.noricy language students" refers co students who have learnt
the dominant language of the society as a second language and is used
synonymously in this report with "ESL students" i.e. those who have
learnt English as a second language.

2. Due-to rounding error the subcategory percentages do not sum to the
exact category percentages. In outlining the quantitative data in
subsequent sections,categories with negligible percentages are not
discussed, therefore the percentages will not always sum to 100.

3. In the Ontario Ministry of Education's "Children With Learning lisabilities"
(Curriculum Ideas for Teachers, 1980) the only mention of possible
problems associated with identifying learning disabilities in minority
children is the following: "Where a child's language is other than
English.or Trench, a reasonable delay in the language-based aspects
of assessment should be considered" (p. 5). However, no suggestions are
made as to what constitutes a "reasonable",delay nor on alternative
ways of identifying learnini, disabilities in minority children.

.
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